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In this paper, we study random embeddings of polymer networks distributed according to any
potential energy which can be expressed in terms of distances between pairs of monomers. This
includes freely jointed chains, steric effects, Lennard-Jones potentials, bending energies, and other
physically realistic models.

A configuration of n monomers in Rd can be written as a collection of d coordinate vectors, each
in Rn. Our first main result is that entries from different coordinate vectors are uncorrelated, even
when they are different coordinates of the same monomer. We predict that this property holds in
realistic simulations and in actual polymer configurations (in the absence of an external field).

Our second main contribution is a theorem explaining when and how a probability distribution
on embeddings of a complicated graph may be pushed forward to a distribution on embeddings of
a simpler graph to aid in computations. This construction is based on the idea of chain maps in
homology theory. We use it to give a new formula for edge covariances in phantom network theory
and to compute some expectations for a freely-jointed network.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the study of network polymers, it is common to represent the polymer topology by a graph and study
the spatial distribution of the monomers in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Kirchhoff (or
architecture [15]) matrix. In mathematics, this matrix is usually known as the graph Laplacian and studied
as a discrete analogue of the usual Laplacian operator from continuum physics [6]. The classical phantom
network theory of James and Guth [13] restricts attention to the case where the probability distribution of
positions of bonded pairs of monomers is described by a Gaussian spring and there are no other monomer-
monomer interactions. Combining the linear algebra of the graph Laplacian with the simple behavior of
Gaussian probability distributions under linear maps has allowed for exact calculations of striking simplicity
and power (see [1, 2, 8, 22, 23]).

However, mixing algebra and probability has a cost: presenting the theory this way makes it difficult to
understand which results might generalize to different bond potentials. In this paper, we give a new formu-
lation for the linear algebra of network polymers which is compatible with any combination of potentials
between monomers which depend only on distance, such as Lennard-Jones, FENE, excluded-volume or
elastic energy potentials, including fixed edge lengths, as in the case of the freely jointed chain. We note
that different pairs of monomers are permitted to have different potentials, so we might model steric effects
by a repulsive potential on some pairs and bonds by an attractive potential on others.

In the classical theory, a random embedding of graph G with v vertices and e edges into R1 is described
by a vector space Re of edge displacements and a vector space Rv of vertex positions connected by an
incidence (or boundary) matrix ∂∶Re → Rv.1 The Kirchhoff matrix L is the v × v matrix ∂∂T . The
special symmetries of Gaussian potentials allow us to study the problem of randomly embedding G into Rd

coordinate-by-coordinate as a collection of d independent one-dimensional problems. For our more general
potentials, this will not be possible. For instance, if there is a fixed bond length between two monomers in
space, the x, y, and z coordinates of the vector between them are clearly not independent random variables.
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Our first idea, described in Section II, is to replace the two vector spaces Rv and Re with four vector
spaces: EC ≃ Re and VC ≃ Rv, which are spaces of (scalar) weights on edges and vertices, and ED ≃ Rde

and VP ≃ Rdv which are spaces of vector edge displacements and vertex positions. These pairs of spaces
are related by the contravariant functor Hom(−,Rd), which exchanges the boundary map ∂∶EC → VC
for the displacement map ∂∗∶VP → ED. We then introduce natural inner products on these vector spaces
which make ∂ and ∂∗ partial isometries (Propositions 21 and 22).

Polymer models are specified in terms of a probability distribution on ED. However, if the topology of
the network G is nontrivial, only a subspace of configurations in ED correspond to valid embeddings of
the graph. In this case, we have to condition our distribution on membership in the appropriate subspace.
In James–Guth theory (where the probability distribution on ED is Gaussian), this presents no problems.
However, in general there are some technical difficulties involved in conditioning an arbitrary probability
distribution on a hypothesis of measure zero. In Section III we resolve this problem, giving in Defini-
tion 28, Proposition 29, and Corollary 30 easy-to-check conditions under which the construction can be
mathematically justified.

In Section IV, we consider the mean and variance of edge displacements and vertex positions, showing
in Propositions 44 and 45 that (as in James–Guth theory) different coordinates of these displacements or
positions are uncorrelated,2 giving the covariance matrices a special structure. We are then able to give a
general formula for the radius of gyration (Theorem 49), which we use to compute the expected radius of
gyration of a ring polymer whose edges each have an arbitrary symmetric probability distribution on Rd in
terms of the edge variance (Proposition 51). It is then easy to recover the standard formulae for the expected
radius of gyration of the freely jointed ring (Corollary 52) and the Gaussian ring polymer (Corollary 53).

It’s common in phantom network theory to try to relate the distribution of embeddings of a complicated
graph to the distribution of embeddings of a simpler graph obtained, for instance, by contracting the graph
by deleting “bifunctional3” vertices. There are many variations of this construction. We unify the theory of
such strategies in Section VI by borrowing the idea of chain maps from homology theory. Our main result,
Theorem 65, gives precise information on when and how a probability measure may be pushed from a more
a complicated graph to a simpler one. In our final results, we demonstrate the utility of this proposition by
giving a new, simple method for computing edge covariances in James–Guth theory (Proposition 71) and
numerically computing the expectation of junction-junction distance in a tetrahedral network whose edges
are freely-jointed chains (Figure 4).

Various useful results from linear algebra are reviewed in Appendix A and referenced throughout. Ev-
erything in the appendix is basically standard, but we are particularly interested in using nonstandard inner
products (so that adjoints and transposes don’t coincide), as well as more general spaces of linear transfor-
mations than just dual spaces, so none of this material is presented in quite the way we need in any textbooks
we are familiar with.

II. DEFINITIONS

We begin with some definitions.

Definition 1. Given a multigraph G with vertices v1, . . . , vv, we define the space VC of vertex chains4 to
be the vector space of formal linear combinations x = x1v1+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+xvvv. The vertices form a canonical basis
for this space, which is isomorphic to Rv.

2 Even though, as we noted above, they are not independent.
3 That is, degree 2.
4 The terminology comes from homology theory [12], which will be a continuing inspiration for our point of view.
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If G has edges e1, . . . , ee, we define the space EC of edge chains to be the vector space of formal linear
combinations w = w1e1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +weee. The edges form a canonical basis for this space, which is isomorphic
to Re.

The vector spaces VC and EC are joined by a natural linear map:

Definition 2. The boundary map ∂∶EC→ VC is defined by ∂(ei) = head(ei) − tail(ei).

The name “boundary map” comes from a natural convention: the (signed) boundary of a oriented edge
consists of two “oriented” vertices: the head vertex with orientation +1 and the tail vertex with orientation
−1. The transpose ∂T is often called the incidence matrix of G, although we are choosing a particular
convention for how loop edges are recorded in the incidence matrix.

Vertex and edge chains are linear combinations of vertices and edges; we think of them as weights on
the vertices and edges. Varying the weights allows us to pick out various subsets and averages of vertices
in the graph. For instance, 1vi represents vertex i alone, while 1

v(v1 + ⋯ + vv) =
1
v1v×1 represents a sort

of average vertex,5 in the sense that evaluating any linear functional on this chain gives the average of the
functional over the whole graph.

Definition 3. The subspace ker∂ ⊂ EC is called the loop space of G.

The name comes from the fact that if the oriented edges e1, . . . , en form a closed loop, then there are
vertices v1, . . . , vn so that ∂ei = vi+1 − vi for i ∈ 1, . . . , n − 1 and ∂en = v1 − vn. Thus ∂(e1 +⋯ + en) = 0.

Proposition 4. Every w ∈ ker∂ ⊂ EC is a linear combination of closed loops. The dimension of ker∂ is
the cycle rank ξ(G) = e − v + 1 of G.

For a proof of the above proposition in the context of a gentle introduction to homology on graphs, see
Chapter 4 in Sunada’s book [18].

We now want to consider assignments of vectors (instead of scalar weights) to our vertices and edges.

Definition 5. Given a graph G with vertices v1, . . . , vv, the vector space Hom(VC,Rd) of linear maps
X ∶VC→ Rd is the vertex positions space, denoted VP.

Each X ∈ VP describes an embedding of G in Rd: if we think of X ∈ VP as a d × v matrix, then
the (i, j) entry is the ith coordinate of the position of vertex vj . This is the same as the standard ba-
sis for Hom(VC,Rd) that appears in Definition 75, which we now call Xij : Xij(x1v1 + ⋯ + xvvv) =
(0, . . . , xj , . . . ,0), where xj is in the ith position.

As a linear map, X takes a weighted sum of (abstract) vertices to the corresponding weighted sum of
their positions in Rd. For instance, 1

vX(v1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + vv) =
1
vX1v×1 is the position of the center of mass of the

vertices.

Definition 6. If G has edges e1, . . . , ee, the vector space Hom(EC,Rd) of linear maps W ∶EC→ Rd is the
edge displacements space, denoted ED.

This space associates a vector in Rd with every edge of G, rather than every vertex. If we represent
W ∈ ED by a d×e matrix, then the (i, j) entry is the ith coordinate of the vector associated with ej . Again,
this is the same as the standard basis for Hom(EC,Rd) that appears in Definition 75: Wij(w1e1 + ⋯ +
weee) = (0, . . . ,wj , . . . ,0), where wj is in the ith position.

As a linear map, W maps a weighted sum of (abstract) edges to the corresponding weighted sum of
vectors associated with those edges.

5 We use the notation 1n×m for the n ×m matrix containing all 1s.
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Definition 7. The displacement map disp ∶ VP→ ED is defined by

disp(X)(ei) ∶=X(head ei) −X(tail ei).

Every embedding of the vertices of G in Rd given by an X ∈ VP has a corresponding set of displacement
vectors W = disp(X) ∈ ED. However, not every W ∈ ED is derived from a set of positions for the vertices.
For instance, if G is the cycle graph with three edges e1 = v1 → v2, e2 = v2 → v3, and e3 = v3 → v1, any
W = disp(X) must have W (e1 + e2 + e3) = 0⃗ ∈ Rd.

We now give a surprising connection between disp and our boundary map ∂∶EC → VC. Recall that
any linear map F ∶V →W induces a corresponding linear map F ∗∶Hom(V,U) → Hom(W,U) as defined
in (A1).

Definition 8. The map ∂∗∶VP→ ED is the linear map induced by ∂∶EC→ VC.

Proposition 9. We have disp = ∂∗.

Proof. We observe that in our bases, ∂∗(Xik) = ∑e
j=1 htkj Wij , where

htkj =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, if vk = head(ej) = tail(ej)
+1, if vk = head(ej)
−1, if vk = tail(ej)
0, otherwise

It follows that ∂∗(X)(ej) =X(head(ej) − tail(ej)) = disp(X)(ej).

It follows immediately that

Lemma 10. We say P ∈ EC is a path from vi to vj if ∂P = vj − vi. Then (∂∗X)(P ) = (dispX)(P ) =
X(vj) −X(vi) is the net displacement between the ends of the path P .

We now want to characterize ker∂∗ and im∂∗.

Proposition 11. If G is a connected graph, then

ker∂∗ = {X ∈ VP ∶X(vi) =X(vj) ∈ Rd for all i, j ∈ 1, . . . ,v}
= {Z ⊗ 1v×1 ∶ Z ∈ Rd is a d × 1 column vector}

im∂∗ = {W ∈ ED ∶W (u) = 0 for all u ∈ ker∂ ⊂ EC}.

As a consequence, dimker∂∗ = d and dim im∂∗ = d(v − 1).

Proof. Using Proposition 80, ker∂∗ is the annihilator (im∂)0 of im∂. In other words, if X ∈ ker∂∗, then
0 = X(∂ei) = X(head ei) −X(tail ei), so X(head ei) = X(tail ei). Since G is connected, this implies
that X(vi) is the same for all vertices vi. Similarly, im∂∗ = (ker∂)0, which completes the proof.

This proposition means that two configurations of vertices X and Y in VP have the same edge displace-
ments ∂∗X = ∂∗Y if and only if they are translations of each other. In our description of ker∂∗ as the set
of maps in the form Z ⊗ 1v×1, the vector Z ∈ Rd is the translation vector.

We have now reached an important point: the space ED is the space of arbitrary assignments of vectors
W (ei) ∈ Rd to the edges of G. However, only W ∈ im∂∗ ⊂ ED are assignments of vectors which are
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displacements between a choice of vertex positions X ∈ VP. Proposition 11 tells us that W ∈ im∂∗ if and
only if the total displacement around any v in the loop space of G is zero.

Casassa [3] adopted this point of view for ring polymers, where the loop space is one-dimensional and
spanned by e1+⋯+ee,6 by observing that a set of edge displacements form a closed ring if and only if their
sum is the zero vector.

However, he did not generalize this point of view to other network topologies: for a more complicated
graph, it’s clear that there are infinitely many possible loops, but without characterizing the loops as ker∂,
it’s not at all clear that the loops form a subspace and hence that it suffices to require that total displacements
around a finite basis for ker∂ vanish.

II.1. The graph Laplacian

We now introduce the graph Laplacian,7 which will be a key part of the story.

Definition 12. The graph Laplacian L∶VC → VC is defined by L = ∂∂T . Thought of as a matrix with
respect to the standard basis v1, . . . , vv for VC, we have

Lij =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

deg(vi) − 2#(loop edges vi → vi), if i = j,
−#(edges vj → vi) −#(edges vi → vj), if i ≠ j.

(1)

Much is known [6] about the graph Laplacian and how it reveals various properties of the (multi)graph G.
We will record a couple of useful facts here.

Proposition 13. The v × v matrix L is symmetric and positive semidefinite. We have

imL = im∂ = ker1v×v and kerL = ker∂T = im1v×v.

Proof. Since ∂T = ∂∗ if d = 1, Proposition 11 tells us that ker∂T is spanned by the constant chains 1v×1 ∈
VC, which are the image of 1v×v = 1v×111×v. Since ker∂T ⊂ kerL, this tells us that im1v×v ⊂ kerL.
Similarly, if ∂T1v×1 = 0, then 11×v∂ = 0, or imL ⊂ ker1v×v.

But im∂T = ⋆ im∂∗ = ⋆(ker∂)0 only intersects ker∂ at the origin. Thus kerL = ker∂T is one-
dimensional. It follows that imL is v−1 dimensional. Since im1v×v is one-dimensional, ker1v×v is v−1
dimensional. The result now follows from the inclusions above.

Since L has a kernel, we cannot invert it. However, we can get an invertible operator by defining an
operator which is the identity on kerL rather than collapsing it:

Definition 14. The augmented graph Laplacian is the operator L̃∶VC → VC which is represented in the
basis v1, . . . , vv by the v × v matrix L̃ = L + 1

v1v×v.

Proposition 15. ker L̃ = {0} and im L̃ = VC. Thus L̃ is invertible. Further,

L̃(im1v×v) = im1v×v and L̃(im∂) = im∂.

6 At least, this is true if we orient the edges consistently around the loop. If not, we’d have to reverse some signs in the sum to
arrive at a consistent orientation for the ring.

7 The graph Laplacian is also known as the Kirchhoff adjacency matrix. It is central to the theory of James and Guth [13], and also
to Flory [9] and Eichinger [7] as a quadratic form expressing the potential energy of a phantom network with Gaussian chains
joining the junctions. We will put it to more general use.
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Proof. Since L is symmetric, it is self-adjoint in the standard ⟨−,−⟩ inner product on VC and, by Lemma 83,
VC = kerL⊕imL is an orthogonal decomposition of VC. Using Proposition 13, this means that any x ∈ VC
can be written as x = 1v×vy + ∂z. Further,

L̃x = (L + 1

v
1v×v)(1v×vy + ∂z) = 1v×vy +L∂z.

Since L∂z and 1v×vy are in the orthogonal subspaces imL and kerL, we can first conclude that L̃x = 0
if and only if x = 0. Further, if x ∈ im1v×v, then z = 0, and L̃x = 1v×vy ∈ im1v×v while if x ∈ im∂,
then y = 0 and L̃x = L∂z ∈ imL = im∂. Thus L̃(im1v×v) ⊂ im1v×v and L̃(im∂) ⊂ im∂. Counting
dimensions yields the reverse inclusions immediately.

II.2. Inner products

Up until this point, we have had vector spaces and linear maps, but (except as a convenience in the proof
of Proposition 15) not inner product spaces. Our next goal is to introduce natural inner products on all four
spaces VC, EC, VP, and ED. While the inner products on EC and ED will be the expected ones, the inner
products on VC and VP will be non-standard.

Definition 16. The inner product space (VC, ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1) is the vector space VC, together with the inner
product given in the v1, . . . , vv basis by L̃−1. The inner product space (EC, ⟨−,−⟩) is the vector space EC,
together with the standard inner product in the e1, . . . , ee basis.

The induced inner products make VP and ED inner product spaces as well:

Definition 17. The inner product space (VP, ⟨−,−⟩L̃∗) is the vector space VP, together with the inner
product given in the X11, . . . ,Xdv basis by L̃∗ = Id⊗ L̃. The inner product space (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) is the vector
space ED, together with the standard inner product in the W11, . . . ,Wde basis.

Adjoints, orthogonality, Moore–Penrose pseudoinverses, and singular value decompositions all depend
on inner products, so in principle we must be careful when using any of these (or referring to the literature)
that our results hold in the desired inner product. This is simplified by the following useful fact:

Proposition 18. The operators ∂+, ∂T+ and L+ = ∂T+∂+ in the basis v1, . . . , vv are the same whether they
are computed with respect to the ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1 or the ⟨−,−⟩ inner product on VC.

Proof. Since the first two Moore–Penrose properties F+FF+ = F+ and FF+F = F don’t refer to an inner
product, pseudoinverses computed with respect to any inner product obey these conditions.

To see that ∂ has the same Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse with respect to both the ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1 and ⟨−,−⟩
inner products on VC, it suffices to check that if ∂+∂ and ∂∂+ are symmetric (that is, they are self-adjoint
in ⟨−,−⟩ on both VC and EC), then ∂∂+ and ∂+∂ are self-adjoint (in (VC, ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1) and (EC, ⟨−,−⟩)).
Since the inner product on (EC, ⟨−,−⟩) is standard, (∂+∂)† = (∂+∂)T = ∂+∂ immediately. So suppose we
have computed ∂+ with respect to ⟨−,−⟩ on both VC and EC. It’s known ([11, eq. 7]) that if L+ is computed
with respect to ⟨−,−⟩ on VC, then

L̃−1 = L+ + 1

v
1v×v = ∂T+∂+ + 1

v
1v×v. (2)

Thus, using Lemma 86,

(∂∂+)† = L̃(∂∂+)T L̃−1 = (L + 1

v
1v×v)∂∂+(L+ +

1

v
1v×v).
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Proposition 13 tells us that 1v×v∂ = 0 since im∂ = ker1v×v. Thus, we can simplify the right hand side
above and get

(∂∂+)† = L(∂∂+)(L+ + 1

v
1v×v) = L(∂T+∂T )(L+ + 1

v
1v×v),

where we used ∂∂+ = (∂∂+)T = ∂T+∂T . Again, Proposition 13 tells us that ∂T1v×v = 0 since im1v×v =
ker∂T . So we can simplify the right-hand side above and get

(∂∂+)† = L(∂T+∂T )L+ = ∂(∂T∂T+)(∂T∂T+)∂+ = ∂∂+∂∂+ = ∂∂+, (3)

where we used ∂T∂T+ = (∂+∂)T = ∂+∂ and (∂+∂)(∂+∂) = ∂+∂. This proves that ∂+ does not depend on
whether we compute in (VC, ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1) or (VC, ⟨−,−⟩).

To prove the second part, assume that (∂T )+ has been computed with respect to ⟨−,−⟩, so that ∂T+∂T

and ∂T∂T+ are symmetric. We must show that ∂T+∂T and ∂T∂T+ are self-adjoint. But ∂T+∂T = (∂∂+)T =
∂∂+, which we just proved is self-adjoint in (VC, ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1), and ∂T∂T+ = (∂+∂)T = ∂+∂, which is
symmetric and hence self-adjoint in (EC, ⟨−,−⟩).

Last, if we assume that L+ has been computed with respect to ⟨−,−⟩, we know that LL+ and L+L
are symmetric and need to show they are self-adjoint. We note first that LL+ = projimL (in ⟨−,−⟩) and
L+L = projimLT = projimL since L = LT . Thus LL+ = L+L. Now this proof goes exactly along the lines
of the first one. As above,

(L+L)† = L̃(L+L)T L̃−1 = (L + 1

v
1v×v)(LLT+)L̃−1,

where we used LT = L. But imL = ker1v×v, so this simplifies to

(L+L)† = L(LLT+)L̃ = L(L+L)(L+ + 1

v
1v×v),

where we’ve used LLT+ = LTLT+ = (L+L)T = L+L. Since im1v×v = kerL, we have

(L+L)† = L(L+L)(L+ + 1

v
1v×v) = LL+LL+ = LL+ = L+L,

which completes the proof.

As an immediate consequence, im∂+ = im∂† = im∂T , and the orthogonal projections ∂∂+ = projim∂ ,
∂+∂ = projim∂+ are the same in either inner product. Similarly, LL+ = projimL = projim∂ is the same in
either inner product.

Corollary 19. ∂∗+∶ (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) → (VP, ⟨−,−⟩L̃∗) and ∂∗+∶ (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) → (VP, ⟨−,−⟩) are the same
operator.

Proof. We know from Proposition 90 that in the inner products on Hom(VC,Rd) and Hom(EC,Rd) in-
duced by inner products on VC, EC, and Rd, (∂∗)+ = (∂+)∗ = ∂∗+. Since we just proved that ∂+ is the
same operator in either inner product on VC, this implies that ∂∗+ is as well.
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II.3. Partial isometries

We have now done some careful technical work to set things up, and can start to collect some of the
rewards. We will see that with respect to our inner products, the maps ∂ and ∂∗ have extremely nice
properties. We first recall a definition from functional analysis:

Definition 20. A map A∶ (V, ⟨−,−⟩V ) → (W, ⟨−,−⟩W ) is a partial isometry if, for all x, y ∈ (kerA)⊥, we
have ⟨x, y⟩V = ⟨Ax,Ay⟩W . We call (kerA)⊥ = imA† = imA+ the initial space of the partial isometry and
imA the final space of the isometry.

Proposition 21. The map ∂∶ (EC, ⟨−,−⟩)→ (VC, ⟨−,−⟩L̃−1) is a partial isometry.

Proof. The proof is a computation. Using Proposition 18 and (2) we have

⟨∂u, ∂w⟩L̃−1 = ⟨∂u, L̃
−1∂w⟩ = ⟨∂u,L+∂w⟩ + 1

v
⟨∂u,1v×v∂w⟩ .

On the far right ⟨∂u,1v×v∂w⟩ = ⟨u, ∂T1v×v∂w⟩ = 0, since im1v×v = ker∂T by Proposition 13. Again
using Proposition 18, we are left with

⟨∂u, ∂w⟩L̃−1 = ⟨∂u,L
+∂w⟩ = ⟨∂u, ∂T+∂+∂w⟩ = ⟨∂+∂u, ∂+∂w⟩ = ⟨projim∂+ u,projim∂+ w⟩ .

Thus if u,w are in the intial space im∂+, we have ⟨projim∂+ u,projim∂+ w⟩ = ⟨u,w⟩. Note that ⟨−,−⟩ is
our inner product on (EC, ⟨−,−⟩), so we have completed the proof.

Proposition 22. The map ∂∗∶ (VP, ⟨−,−⟩L̃∗)→ (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) is a partial isometry.

Proof. Suppose X,Y ∈ VP. Now L̃ = ∂∂T + 1
v1v×v, so L̃∗ = (∂T∗)(∂∗) + 1

v1
∗
v×v and

⟨X,Y ⟩L̃∗ = ⟨X,∂∗T∂∗Y ⟩ + ⟨X,
1

v
1∗v×vY ⟩ = ⟨∂∗X,∂∗Y ⟩ + ⟨X,

1

v
1∗v×vY ⟩ . (4)

Suppose X,Y are in the initial space im(∂∗)†. Since im(∂∗)† = im(∂∗)T , we know Y = (∂∗T )W for
some W ∈ ED. Then the second term in (4) is equal to

⟨X,
1

v
1∗v×v∂

T∗W ⟩ = 1

v
⟨X, (∂T1v×v)∗W ⟩ = 0,

since im1v×v = ker∂T .

III. PROBABILITY MEASURES

We are now ready to build probability measures on our spaces.

Definition 23. We say that µ is an admissible measure on ED if µ is an O(d)-invariant finite Radon measure
on ED with µ(ED) > 0 and finite first moment.

Recall that, while a purely measure-theoretic definition of Radon measure as a function on sets is stan-
dard, we can also view a Radon measure on Rn as a linear functional on the space K(Rn) of continuous
functions with compact support Rn → R via µ(f) = Eµ(f) = ∫ f(x)µ(dx). A probability measure is
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a Radon measure with total mass µ(Rn) one. A measure has finite first moment if the expected distance
between two points is finite [10].

We note that every O(d)-invariant probability measure on ED with finite first moment is certainly ad-
missible, but we are not requiring the total mass of the measure to be normalized to one. This is mostly a
matter of notational convenience. If our network model involves only properties such as Gaussian springs,
FENE potentials, and Lennard-Jones potentials, then µ is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure and we have µ = p(W )λde for some continuous density function p(W ). However, if our model
involves equality constraints (such as fixed edgelengths), then µ may be singular.

We know that im∂∗ is the subspace of ED of edge displacements which may actually be reassembled
(via ∂∗+) into vertex positions in a way that’s compatible with the graph structure. Therefore, our ultimate
goal is to condition µ on the hypothesis W ∈ im∂∗. However, im∂∗ is a measure-zero subset of ED,
and conditioning on such sets is not always well-defined. So we now introduce some (basically technical)
constructions designed to ensure that we can build a conditional probability measure µG supported on
im∂∗. Recall that we have already introduced the loop space (Definition 3) ker∂ ⊂ EC. We now introduce
the corresponding subspace of ED.

Definition 24. The incompatible displacement space ID ⊂ ED is (im∂∗)⊥ = ker∂∗+. If ℓ ∈ EC is in the
loop space, we call W (ℓ) the failure to close of W around ℓ.

To motivate our second definition, suppose we can write ℓ = eℓ1+⋯+eℓk where without loss of generality
we assume that the edges are oriented so that head eℓi = tail eℓi+1 and head eℓk = tail eℓ1 . Then since
W (ℓ) = W (eℓ1) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +W (eℓk), it is natural to think of W (ℓ) as the failure of the loop ℓ to close. More
generally, Proposition 4 tells us that every ℓ ∈ ker∂ is a linear combination of loops in this simple form, and
hence W (ℓ) is the corresponding linear combination of failures to close around those simple loops.

A few facts about ID will be useful:

Proposition 25. We have:

1. dim ID = dξ(G), where ξ(G) is the cycle rank of G.

2. If ℓ ∈ ker∂ ⊂ EC is a loop in G, then W (ℓ) = (projIDW )(ℓ).
3. W is in im∂∗ and hence W = dispX for some X ∈ VP if and only if the failure to close W (ℓ) = 0

for all loops ℓ ∈ ker∂.

Proof. We know from Proposition 11 that dim im∂∗ = d(v − 1). Therefore

dim ID = dim(im∂∗)⊥ = dimED−dim im∂∗ = d(e − v + 1) = dξ(G).

We know that ID⊕ im∂∗ is an orthogonal decomposition of ED, so every W ∈ ED can be written as
W = WID +Wim∂∗ . But (im∂∗) = (ker∂)0, so W (ℓ) = WID(ℓ), as required. The last claim follows
immediately from (im∂∗) = (ker∂)0 as well.

We now recall a little background from probability theory:

Notation 26. If (S1,A1) and (S2,A2) are Borel spaces, f ∶ S1 → S2 is measurable, and µ is a measure on
S1, then we will use f♯µ to denote the pushforward measure on S2; i.e., the measure defined by

(f♯µ)(B) ∶= µ(f−1(B)).
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The standard method in probability to construct conditional distributions is now to build a disintegra-
tion (cf. [4]) of µ relative to the map projID and Lebesgue measure on ID. This construction yields con-
ditional probability measures µW

G concentrated on proj−1ID(W ) which are well-defined for λdξ(G)-almost
every W ∈ ID. However, we would like to restrict our attention to cases where we can define a unique
probability measure on im∂∗ = proj−1ID(0), so we will require a slightly stronger idea originally proposed
by Tjur [19, 20]. We first give a version of Tjur’s definition of a conditional probability which applies in the
cases we study:

Definition 27 (Tjur [19, p. 6], [20, Sec. 9.7]). Suppose we have open sets X ⊂ Rm and Y ⊂ Rn, a Radon
probability measure µ on X , and a continuous map t∶X → Y . For any t♯µ-measurable set B ⊂ Y with
(t♯µ)(B) > 0, we can define a Radon probability measure µB on X by

µB(f) = 1

(t♯µ)(B) ∫t−1(B)
f(x)µ(dx)

for any f ∈ K(X).8

For any y ∈ Y , a measure µy on X is the conditional distribution of µ given t(x) = y if, for any
f ∈ K(Rm) and any ϵ > 0, there is an open neighborhood V of y in Y so that, for any B ⊂ V with
t♯µ(B) > 0, we have ∣µy(f) − µB(f)∣ < ϵ. We note that if µy exists, it is unique. Further, it is concentrated
on t−1(y).

Intuitively, this definition says that µy (if it exists) is the (weak∗) limit of µB as the sets B approach y.
Tjur makes precise the notion of “sets B approaching a point y” [19, Definition 3.1], but we don’t need to
worry about the details here. The observation that µy is unique if it exists is due to Tjur as well, so any
reasonable definition of µy as a limit of µB yields the same result. We can now define compatibility for one
of our measures with a graph structure:

Definition 28. We say that µ is compatible with G if µ is admissible and there is an open ball U ⊂ ID
centered at 0 so that the conditional distributions µW

G ∶= µW constructed using µ as the Radon measure on
ED and projID as the continuous map ED → ID are defined for all W ∈ U . We define µID ∶= (projID)♯µ
and µG ∶= µ0

G.

This definition is certainly straightforward, but as written it may seem difficult to check. The follow-
ing Proposition shows that compatibility is automatic (and the conditional distributions have a familiar
form) in a wide variety of cases where µ is given in terms of a density function.

Proposition 29. Suppose that µ on ED is O(d)-invariant and has a continuous density p(Z) with respect
to Lebesgue measure λde on ED. Further, suppose there are open sets U ′ ∈ ED and U ∈ ID so that
projID(U ′) = U , 0 ∈ U , and p(Z) > 0 on U ′. Last, suppose p(Z) ∈ o(∥Z∥n) for all n ∈ Z.

Then µ is admissible and compatible with G, µID has a continuous, positive density with respect to
Lebesgue measure λdξ(G) on U given by

mW = ∫
Z∈proj−1ID(W )

p(Z)Hd(v−1)(dZ),

and the conditional distributions µW
G (in the sense of Definition 27) for all W ∈ U are given explicitly by

µW
G (f) =

1

mW
∫
Z∈proj−1ID(W )

f(Z)p(Z)Hd(v−1)(dZ).

8 Remember, K(X) is the space of continuous functions on X with compact support.
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Above,Hd(v−1) is the Hausdorff (or surface) measure on the d(v−1)-dimensional subspace proj−1ID(W )
of ED.

Our hypotheses require that any neighborhood of 0 in ID is assigned a positive probability by µID (that
is, there is a nonzero chance of random configurations of edge displacements which are nearly consistent
with the graph G), which certainly seems reasonable. We note that if our model implies a mixture of lower
and upper bounds on distances between vertices, this hypothesis can fail to be satisfied in somewhat subtle
ways (all of the generalized triangle inequalities on these distances must be able to be satisfied), so it’s
difficult to make a more general statement about when this happens.

Further, we require the decay condition p(Z) ∈ o(∥Z∥n) for all n ∈ Z, which states that p(Z) decays
faster than any polynomial as ∥Z∥ → ∞. This will ensure continuity of the mW by preventing mWi → ∞
as Wi →W . We note that this is automatic when p(Z) has compact support, and that it could be weakened
to polynomial decay for a particular n depending on G.

This is very close to the definition of conditional probability in terms of marginal densities that is usually
given in textbooks; we are simply giving alternate hypotheses which ensure that the marginal density mW

is everywhere defined, positive, and continuous.

Proof. We note that Lemma 2.5 of [10] observes that µ has finite first moment ⇐⇒ there is some Z0 ∈ ED
so that the Eµ(∥Z −Z0∥) is finite. Our decay condition on p(Z) implies this for Z0 = 0, and also implies that
the total mass Eµ(1) is finite. Of course, any measure with a continuous density with respect to Lebesgue
measure is Radon.

Theorem 8.1 of [19] does almost all the work here (recalling that projID is an orthogonal projection,
so its normal Jacobian is constant and one); the only thing we have to prove is that mW is a continuous,
positive function of W .

We note that for any W ∈ U , there is some open proj−1ID(W ) ∩ U ′ where p(Z) > 0. Therefore, the
integral mW of the (everywhere non-negative) p(Z) over proj−1ID(W ) is positive.

We now show continuity. Suppose we have Wi → W in ID. The subspaces proj−1ID(Wi) are all in the
form im∂∗ ⊕Wi. For each Z ∈ im∂∗, we can define qi(Z) ∶= p(Wi +Z) and q(Z) ∶= p(W +Z). Now

mWi = ∫
Z∈proj−1ID(Wi)

p(Z)Hd(v−1) dZ = ∫
Z∈im∂∗

qi(Z)Hd(v−1) dZ.

Since p is continuous on ED and Wi → W , we have qi(Z) → q(Z) pointwise. By the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem, to show that the integrals mWi → mW it now suffices to show that the qi
are dominated by some integrable function g on im∂∗.

Since the qi are shifts of the continuous function p by Wi which lie in a bounded subset of ED (because
the Wi converge), we may assume that the qi are uniformly bounded on any compact subset of im∂∗. By
the same logic, since p(Z)/ ∥Z∥n → 0 as ∥Z∥ → ∞ for any n, we may assume for any n that there is a
single ball Bn ⊂ im∂∗ so that qi(Z) < ∥Z∥n for Z outside Bn.

We’ve already argued that there is some Cn > qi on Bn, so we can now construct a function gn(Z) equal
to Cn inside Bn and ∥Z∥n outside Bn and observe that gn > qi. If we take n < 0 so that ∣n∣ is sufficiently
large, gn will be integrable on im∂∗ (that is, ∫im∂∗ gn(Z)H

d(v−1) dZ <∞), completing the proof.

It’s sometimes easier to use these alternate hypotheses:

Corollary 30. Suppose that we have O(d)-invariant probability distributions ρ1, . . . , ρe on the edges
e1, . . . , ee of G and further suppose that each ρi has a continuous density with respect to Lebesgue mea-
sure ρi(dx) = pi(∥x∥)λd on Rd and that each pi is bounded, positive in a neighborhood of 0, and has
pi(x) ∈ o(∥x∥n) for all n ∈ Z.
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If µ is the joint distribution of independent edge displacements sampled from the ρi, then µ has density

p(Z) = p1(∥Z(e1)∥)⋯pe(∥Z(ee)∥).

with respect to Lebesgue measure λde on ED and the conclusions of Proposition 29 hold.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 29 we need only show that each

mW = ∫
Z∈proj−1ID(W )

p(Z)Hd(v−1)(dZ)

is positive and continuous in a neighborhood of 0 in ID.

To see that mW is positive for small enough W , observe that S(W ) ∶= proj−1ID(W ) is an affine subspace
of ED whose closest point is ∥W ∥ from 0. Therefore, by choosing W small enough, we can guarantee that
S(W ) intersects any open neighborhood of 0 in ED in a set of positive measure.

Now we know that

p(Z) = p1(∥Z(e1)∥)⋯pe(∥Z(ee)∥).

It’s an exercise to show that

1√
e
∥Z∥ ≤max

i
∥Z(ei)∥ ≤ ∥Z∥ . (5)

In particular, since we’ve assumed that each pi is positive in a neighborhood of 0, there is some B > 0 so
that all pi(∥Z(ei)∥) are positive for ∥Z(ei)∥ ≤ ∥Z∥ ≤ B. Thus for any W with ∥W ∥ < B, p(Z) is positive
on subset of S(W ) with positive measure. This establishes that these mW are positive.

Since the pi are all bounded, without loss of generality they are all bounded by a common B > 0. It
follows from (5) that for each Z there is some i so that

p(Z) ≤ Be−1pi (
1√
e
∥Z∥) .

Since each pi(∥x∥) is in o(∥x∥n) (and there are a fixed number of pi), this implies that p(Z) is in o(∥Z∥n).
The remainder of the argument follows as in the proof of Proposition 29.

Most of the models we’d like to consider fall under Corollary 30:

Corollary 31. Suppose we have the Gaussian phantom network model of James–Guth, where µ is the joint
distribution of edge displacements distributed according to any mean-zero Gaussians on Rd. Then µ is
admissible and compatible with G.

Corollary 32. Suppose that µ is the joint distribution of independent edge displacements distributed accord-
ing to any Boltzmann distributions pi(x) ∼ exp(−fi(x)) where the energy functions fi(x) are in O(∥x∥α)
for some positive α as ∥x∥→∞. Then µ is admissible and compatible with G.

Now that we have shown that µ is compatible with G often enough to make Definition 28 interesting,
we establish some properties of the µW

G .

Proposition 33. If µ is compatible with G, we have for each W in U that µW
G is concentrated on

proj−1ID(W ), and µG is concentrated on im∂∗ = proj−1ID(0).

Further, if Q ∈ O(d), then µID = Q♯µID, Q♯µW
G = µ

Q(W )
G and Q♯µG = µG.
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Proof. Proving this requires us to introduce Tjur’s idea of a decomposition of a measure with respect to a
map, which is like a disintegration (cf. [4]) but somewhat stronger:

Definition 34 ([19, Definition 6.1]). Let t∶X → Y be a continuous function and λ be a measure on X . A
family λy (for y ∈ Y ) and a measure λ′ on Y are called a decomposition of λ with respect to t if

1. The mapping y ↦ λy is continuous (in the weak∗ topology on measures),

2. Each λy is concentrated on t−1(y).
3. For any f ∈ K(X), ∫ λy(f)λ′(dy) = λ(f).

Conditional distributions are connected to decompositions very tightly by the following:

Theorem 35 ([19, Theorem 7.1]). Let X ⊂ Rm and Y ⊂ Rn be open sets, t∶X → Y be a continuous map,
and µ be a probability measure on X . Suppose that λy (y ∈ Y ) is a family of probability measures on X . A
set of λy and t♯µ are a decomposition of µ with respect to t ⇐⇒ the conditional distribution µy is defined
for all y ∈ Y and µy = λy.

By Theorem 35, µ is compatible with G ⇐⇒ the µW
G and µID are a decomposition of µ with respect

to projID. This implies first that each µW
G is concentrated on proj−1ID(W ).

Because µ is G-compatible, it is admissible, and therefore O(d)-invariant: for any Q ∈ O(d), Q♯µ = µ.
We now show that this implies that Q♯µID = µID. The action of Q on ED is multiplication by the de × de
matrix Q⊗ Ie. As a matrix, projID = I − ∂∗∂∗+ = Id ⊗ (Ie − ∂T∂T+). It follows that

QprojID = (Q⊗ Ie)(Ie − ∂T∂T+) = Q⊗ (Ie − ∂T∂T+) = (Id ⊗ (Ie − ∂T∂T+))(Q⊗ Ie) = projIDQ.

where we used Lemma 77 in the middle steps. Now we know that

Q♯µID = Q♯(projID)♯µ = (projID)♯Q♯µ = (projID)♯µ = µID.

We now prove µW
G = Q♯µW

G , following the lines of Example 7 in [4]. Fix some Q ∈ O(d). By Theorem 35,
it suffices to show that µQ(W )

G and Q♯µW
G are both decompositions of µ with respect to Q−1 ○ projID.

We start with the µ
Q(W )
G . We already know that W ↦ µW

G is (weak∗) continuous in W , so Q(W ) ↦
µ
Q(W )
G is as well. Since W ↦ Q(W ) is also continuous, the composition W ↦ µ

Q(W )
G is continuous.

Since each of the measures µW
G is concentrated on proj−1ID(W ), the measure µ

Q(W )
G is concentrated on

proj−1ID(Q(W )) = (Q−1 ○ projID)−1(W ).
Now suppose we have some f ∈ K(ED). We have

∫
ED

f(Z)µ(dZ) = ∫
U
µW
G (f)µID(dW ) = ∫

U
µW
G (f)Q♯µID(dW ) = ∫

U
µ
Q(W )
G (f)µID(dW ).

We have now established that the µ
Q(W )
G are a Q−1 ○ projID-decomposition of µ.

We now show the same for the Q♯µW
G , but it will help to prove this as a Lemma about decompositions

in general, because we’ll repeat similar arguments later.

Lemma 36. Suppose t∶X → Y is a continuous function and λ is a measure on X , and further suppose
we have a family of measures λy (for y ∈ Y ) and a measure λ′ on Y which are a decomposition of λ with
respect to t.

Further, suppose that we have a Borel map g∶X → Z and a map s∶Z → Y so that s ○ g = t. Then the
pushforwards g♯λy and the measure λ′ on Y are a decomposition of g♯λ with respect to s.
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Proof of lemma. Since the y ↦ λy is a continuous map from y to Radon measures, and µ ↦ g♯µ is a
continuous map between measures, the composition y ↦ g♯λy is continuous.

Suppose we have some open set U ∈ Z so that U ∩ s−1(y) = ∅. We claim that g♯λy(U) = 0. We
know that g♯λy(U) = λy(g−1(U)). We observe that t(g−1(U)) = s(g(g−1(U))) ⊂ s(U). In particular,
y /∈ t(g−1(U)) since y ∉ s(U). Thus λy(g−1(U)) = 0, as desired.

Suppose we have f ∈ K(Z). Then

g♯λ(f) = λ(f ○ g) = ∫ λy(f ○ g)λ′(dy) = ∫ (g♯λy)(f)λ′(dy),

as desired.

Now if we let Q∶ED → ED and projID∶ED → ID, we see that Q−1 ○ projID has the property that
Q ○ (Q−1 ○ projID) = projID, and so by Lemma 36, the Q#µ

W
G are a decomposition of µ with respect to

(Q−1 ○ projID), as desired.

We are now going to examine two singular measures µ; one where we can establish compatibility and
one where we can see that compatibility fails. In these cases, our arguments will be much more specific to
the model. We are first going to recall a key fact about the freely jointed chain:

Proposition 37. If e ≥ 3, X = R3e, and µ is the product of uniform area measures µi on the unit spheres
S2 ⊂ R3, Y = R3, and ftc∶X → Y is the vector sum ftc(x) = x1 + ⋯ + xe = y, then there are well-defined
conditional probabilities µy for each y with ∥y∥ < e and a measure

ftc♯ µ(y) = (
1

2π2ℓ
∫
∞

0
s sin ℓs since sds)λ3(dy)

= ( e − 1
2e+1πℓ

e−1
∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!(e − k − 1)!
((e + ℓ − 2k − 2)e−2+ − (e + ℓ − 2k)e−2+ ))λ3(dy)

(6)

where x+ =max{x,0} and ℓ = ∥y∥. These also form a decomposition of µ with respect to ftc.

Proof. The computation of the pushforward density and the expression as a sinc integral can be traced back
to Rayleigh [17]. The existence of the conditional probabilities is more or less standard, but we outline the
argument in order to connect it to decompositions explicitly.

We start by defining a singular set ∆ ⊂ (S2)e as the set of all configurations where xi = ±xj for all
i, j ∈ 1, . . . ,e. This is a finite union of submanifolds of dimension 2 inside (S2)e and so we note that
Hk(∆) = 0 for any k > 2.

We now restrict our attention to (S2)e −∆. The map (z, θ) ↦ (
√
1 − z2 cos θ,

√
1 − z2 sin θ, z) writing

S2 in cylindrical coordinates is area-preserving and so pushes forward Lebesgue measure λ2(dzdθ) to the
area measure on S2. These particular coordinates don’t cover the north and south poles (0,0,±1), but
employing similar constructions with respect to x and y and a partition of unity, we may construct a finite
number of coordinate patches cylk∶Zk →Xk where the Zk are an open cover of (−1,1)e×(0,2π)e, the Xk

are an open cover of (S2)e, the cylk are surjective, and each patch comes with a smooth, positive density
function αk so ∑(cylk)♯αkλ

2e = µ. We define ∆k ∶= (cylk)−1(∆), and note that ∆k is some dimension 2
submanifold of Zk.

We now consider the maps ftc ○ cylk∶Zk → R3. Since cylk is a diffeomorphism, its differential is always
invertible. But the differential of ftc at x is not invertible if and only if all the xi are colinear: exactly when
x ∈ ∆. Combining these, we see that the differential of ftc ○ cylk is surjective on Zk −∆k. The normal
Jacobian J3(ftc ○ cylk) = det(D ftcD cylkD cylTk D ftcT )1/2 is therefore positive on Zk −∆k.
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By Theorem 8.1 of [19], we can construct decompositions αy
k of each αkλ

2e with respect to ftc ○ cylk
on the open sets Zk −∆k, where

qk(y) = ∫
z∈(ftc ○ cylk)−1(y)−∆k

αk(z)
J3(ftc ○ cylk)(z)

H2e−3(dz)

and9

αy
k =

1

qk(y)
αk(z)

J3(ftc ○ cylk)(z)
(H2e−3 ⌞((ftc ○ cylk)−1(y) −∆k))(dz)

and the pushforward measure (ftc ○ cylk)♯αkλ
2e has density qk(y) with respect to λ3 as long as the qk(y)

are continuous and positive in y. The qk are integrals of positive quantities and hence positive; to see that
they are finite recall that ∑k(cylk)♯αkλ

2e = µ, so ∑k(ftc ○ cylk)#αkλ
2e = ftc# µ, which is given by the

finite positive density in (6).

We now want to assemble our work. We can define a map cyl∶⊔k(Zk −∆k) → (S2)e −∆ by letting
the restriction of cyl to Zk −∆k be cylk and a measure α on ⊔k(Zk −∆) whose restriction to Zk −∆k is
αkλ

2e. If we also define αy on ⊔k(Zk −∆) by letting its restriction on Zk −∆ be αy
k, it then follows that

the αy are a decomposition of α with respect to ftc ○ cyl. Now we have noted above that Hα(Zk) = 0 for
any α > 2. Since e ≥ 3, we see thatH2e−3(Zk) = 0 and we may rewrite our decomposition as

qk(y) = ∫
z∈(ftc ○ cylk)−1(y)

αk(z)
J3(ftc ○ cylk)(z)

H2e−3(dz)

and

αy
k =

1

qk(y)
αk(z)

J3(ftc ○ cylk)(z)
(H2e−3 ⌞(ftc ○ cylk)−1(y))(dz)

without changing it, as long as (by convention) we replace the integrand by 1 where it is not defined.
Therefore the αy are also a decomposition of α with respect to ftc ○ cyl∶⊔k Zk → (S2)e. We would like
to call attention to this step because it is the only one in the proof which is nonstandard– in a generic
situation, one would know from Sard’s theorem that the singular set Z had H2e-measure zero, so it could
be ignored when computing expectations over all of (S2)e with respect to µ, but one would not then be able
to conclude that you could ignore the singular set when computing expectations with respect to conditional
probabilities, which are integrals over lower-dimensional spaces.

We know that µ = ∑(cylk)♯αkλ
2e = cyl♯ α. We define µy = cyl♯ αy. It follows from Lemma 36 that the

µy are a decomposition of µ with respect to ftc∶ (R3)e → R3.

We have an immediate corollary:

Corollary 38. Let e ≥ 3, suppose G is the e-edge cycle graph, and let µ be the product of (uniform) area
measures on the product of unit spheres (S2)e ⊂ ED = (R3)e. Then µ is admissible and compatible with G.

Proof. We note that the fact that µ has finite mass and finite first moment follows directly from the fact that
µ has compact support.

9 Here the notation ν ⌞U means the restriction of the measure ν to the subset U .
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By contrast, suppose we took G to be the e-cycle graph and let µ be supported on the intersection of
(S2)e and ∥W (ℓ1)∥ = 1. The measure µ would still be Radon and O(3)-invariant, and therefore admissible.
But the pushforward measure µID would be supported on the unit sphere ∥W (ℓ1)∥ = 1 (and by O(3)-
invariance, be the area measure on that sphere). Thus we cannot define conditional probabilities for W (ℓ1)
near 0 and this µ is not compatible with G.

As we pointed out after the proof of Proposition 11, collections of vertex positions have the same edge
displacements if and only if they are related by a translation. This means that the map ∂∗+, which recon-
structs vertex positions from edge displacements, must choose a particular translation of the vertices. We
now show that this choice is natural.

Definition 39. We say that X ∈ VP is a centered embedding of G if the position of the center of mass
1
vX(v1 +⋯ + vv) = 0.

Proposition 40. The space im∂∗+ is the space of centered embeddings. We also have

{centered embeddings} = (im1v×v)0 = ker1∗v×v = (ker∂T )0 = im∂T∗ = (ker∂∗)⊥.

Proof. If X is centered, Definition 39 tells us that X(y) = 0 for every y ∈ im1v×v. Using Proposition 80,
the centered embeddings are then (im1v×v)0 = ker1∗v×v. Since im1v×v = ker∂T by Proposition 13, they
are also (ker∂T )0 = im∂T∗ = im∂∗+ .

This proposition gives a formal explanation for choosing centered configurations of vertices. We now
explain why this is also a physically natural choice to make. A probability distribution for configurations of
a polymer in the absence of an external field should not depend on the position or orientation of the polymer
in space. We have ruled out dependence on orientation by insisting that our probability distributions be
O(d)-invariant.

To rule out dependence on translation we must10 restrict our attention, and our probability distribution,
to vertex positions in a particular subspace S of VP. Every X in VP must have a translation which lies in
S and no two X and Y in the subspace can be related by a translation (formally, S is a cross-section of the
action of the translation group on VP). In other words, VP is the direct sum of the translation subspace
ker∂∗ and the transverse subspace S: VP = ker∂∗ ⊕ S.

An obvious choice for S is the orthogonal complement (ker∂∗)� = im∂∗+ of the translations. By
Proposition 40, these are the centered configurations where we put the center of mass at the origin, as
in Eichinger [7].11 This is physically reasonable since polymer networks are usually very large, so the
fluctuations of the center of mass are small. Further, we have found that computations of the response of a
polymer to an external force are simplified for centered configurations.

We now verify that every physically meaningful probability distribution on centered embeddings corre-
sponds to a distribution on edge displacements.

Proposition 41. If νG is any probability measure on VP which is O(d)-invariant and concentrated on the
centered configurations im∂∗+, then νG = (∂∗+)♯µG for some O(d)-invariant µG concentrated on im∂∗.

Proof. Since the centered configurations are im∂∗+, the map ∂∗+∂∗ = projim∂∗+ fixes the centered config-
urations. Since νG is concentrated on the centered configurations, this means that

νG = (∂∗+∂∗)♯νG = (∂∗+)♯(∂∗♯ νG).
10 We cannot simply insist on a translation-invariant probability measure because every translation-invariant Radon measure on a

finite-dimensional vector space has infinite or zero total mass and so cannot be a probability measure.
11 We could also have fixed the position of a vertex, as in James–Guth theory, or fixed any other linear combination of vertex po-

sitions. All possible choices of S are linearly isomorphic, and indeed the isomorphism can be realized as orthogonal projection,
so it is straightforward to translate between different conventions.
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Set µG = ∂∗♯ νG. Since µG is the pushforward of an O(d)-invariant measure by the O(d)-equivariant
function ∂∗ (see Lemma ??), it is O(d)-invariant.

Incidentally, this solves a computational problem of some interest in numerical experiments: if one is
given a set of edge displacements W = disp(X) = ∂∗X , this shows that you can reconstruct X by applying
the pseudoinverse matrix ∂∗+. Koohestani and Guest [14] use this same idea to reconstruct conformations
of tensegrities by imposing loop conditions.

Algorithm 42. If W ∈ ED satisfies W = disp(X) then X = ∂∗+W is the unique centered X ∈ VP with
dispX = ∂∗X = W . However, computing ∂∗+ as a dv × de matrix is awkward because it requires us to
choose bases for VP and ED and write X and W as vectors. It is more convenient to write X and V as
d×v and d×e matrices, respectively, so that X =W∂+ or XT = ∂T+W T . Then we need only find the e×v
matrix ∂+ to solve the embedding problem for G. The amount of work required to do so does not depend
on the embedding dimension d.

IV. MEANS AND VARIANCES

We would now like to draw whatever conclusions we can about the means and variances of vertex
positions and edge displacements for a generic µG and νG from O(d)-invariance and concentration on
im∂∗ and (ker∂∗)⊥.

Lemma 43. If ν is any O(d)-invariant probability measure on VP then Eν(X) = 0. If µ is any O(d)-
invariant probability measure on ED, then Eµ(W ) = 0.

Proof. Suppose we have a d × d matrix Q ∈ O(d). The action of Q on VP is multiplication by the dv × dv
matrix Q⊗ Iv. Since ν is O(d)-invariant, we know (Q⊗ Iv)♯ν = ν. But then

Eν(X) = E(Q⊗Iv)♯ν((Q⊗ Iv)X) = Eν((Q⊗ Iv)X) = (Q⊗ Iv)Eν(X) .

This is true for all Q ∈ O(d) only if Eν(X) = 0. The proof for Eµ(W ) is the same.

We recall that if x is a random vector chosen according to a probability measure ρ on an inner product
space (V, ⟨−,−⟩V ), then by definition

covρ (u, v) ∶= Eρ(⟨x,u⟩V ⟨x, v⟩V ) .

If the inner product ⟨−,−⟩V = ⟨−,−⟩A for a symmetric matrix A, then

covρ (u, v) = Eρ(⟨x,Au⟩ ⟨x,Av⟩) = Eρ(⟨Ax,u⟩ ⟨Ax, v⟩) = Eρ(uTAxxTAT v)
= uT Eρ(AxxTAT ) v = ⟨u,Eρ(AxxTA) v⟩ = ⟨u,AEρ(xxt)Av⟩ .

(7)

Thus we really need to compute the expectations of the outer products XXT and WW T to understand the
covariances of vertex positions and edge vectors.

Proposition 44. If ν is any O(d)-invariant probability measure on VP, then the dv×dv matrix Eν(XXT ) =
Id ⊗Σv where Σv is a symmetric positive semidefinite v × v matrix giving the expectations of products of
a fixed coordinate of the positions of different vertices of G.

It follows immediately that if we view X as a d × v matrix, the d × d matrix of expected dot products
(in Rv) of coordinates of vertex positions EνG(XXT ) = (trΣv)Id and the v × v matrix of expected dot
products (in Rd) of vertex vectors EνG(XTX) = dΣv.
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Proof. As above,

Eν(XXT ) = E(Q⊗Iv)♯ν((Q⊗ Iv)XXT (QT ⊗ Iv))
= Eν((Q⊗ Iv)XXT (QT ⊗ Iv)) = (Q⊗ Iv)Eν(XXT ) (QT ⊗ Iv).

But if Eν(XXT ) is invariant under conjugation by Q⊗ Iv, as a d × d matrix of v × v blocks, it must be12

blockwise a d × d scalar matrix, as scalar matrices are the only d × d matrices fixed by O(d).
Since Eν(XXT ) is an average of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices XXT , it is symmetric and

positive semidefinite. Therefore, the v × v diagonal block Σv is symmetric and positive semidefinite as
well.

Proposition 45. If µ is an O(d)-invariant probability measure on ED, then the de×de matrix Eµ(WW T ) =
Id ⊗Σe where Σe is a symmetric positive semidefinite e × e matrix giving the expectations of products of a
fixed coordinate of the displacements assigned to edges in G.

As above, if we view W as a d × e matrix, Eµ(WW T ) = (trΣe)Id and Eµ(W TW ) = dΣe.

The proof is the same as that of the previous proposition. We have now shown that different coordinates
of the vertex positions and edge vectors must always be uncorrelated, not only when they are assigned
to different vertices or edges, but even when they are different coordinates of the same vertex position
or edge vector! In phantom network theory one can go much further– because of the special properties of
Gaussian probability measures, the different coordinates are actually independent, and not just uncorrelated.
However, it is quite surprising to find the same structure for the covariance matrix even in cases (like the
FENE potential or freely-jointed chain) where it is very clear that the different coordinates of an edge vector
are dependent random variables. We note that so far, we have not used concentration of µG and νG on their
respective subspaces or the fact that νG is the pushforward of µG; only O(d)-invariance. We now introduce
these other hypotheses, and see that they imply that with our inner products, edge covariances and vertex
covariances are exactly the same.

Proposition 46. Suppose that either

1. µG is any O(d)-invariant probability measure on (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) which is concentrated on im∂∗ and
νG = ∂∗+♯ µG or,

2. νG is any O(d)-invariant probability measure on (VP, ⟨−,−⟩L̃∗) which is concentrated on the cen-
tered configurations im∂∗+ and µG = ∂∗♯ νG.

These hypotheses are equivalent. Further, if X,Y ∈ VP are centered, then covνG (X,Y ) = covµG
(∂∗X,∂∗Y ).

If W,U ∈ ED are in im∂∗, then covµG
(W,U) = covνG (∂∗+W,∂∗+U).

If X ∈ VP is in the orthogonal complement ker∂∗ of the centered configurations and Y ∈ VP, then
covνG (X,Y ) = 0. If W ∈ ED is in (im∂∗)⊥ and U ∈ ED, then covµG

(W,U) = 0.

Proof. Suppose X,Y are centered in VP. We begin by computing

covµG
(∂∗X,∂∗Y ) = EµG

(⟨W,∂∗X⟩ ⟨W,∂∗Y ⟩) = ∫
W ∈ED

⟨W,∂∗X⟩ ⟨W,∂∗Y ⟩µG(dW )

= ∫
W ∈im∂∗

⟨W,∂∗X⟩ ⟨W,∂∗Y ⟩µG(dW )

12 To expand on this point, first consider the diagonal matrix Q ∈ O(d) with (−1,1, . . . ,1) on the diagonal. Conjugation by this Q
reverses the sign of all the blocks in the first column and first row except the block on the diagonal. Thus all these blocks (and
by extension, all the off-diagonal blocks) must be zero matrices. Now consider the permutation matrix Q ∈ O(d) which swaps i
and j. Conjugation by this matrix swaps the i-th and j-th diagonal blocks (and the ij and ji off-diagonal blocks) so the diagonal
blocks must be equal.
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since µG is concentrated on im∂∗. Therefore, since µG = (∂∗)♯νG, this integral is equal to

covµG
(∂∗X,∂∗Y ) = ∫

Z∈VP
⟨∂∗Z,∂∗X⟩ ⟨∂∗Z,∂∗Y ⟩νG(dZ)

= ∫
Z∈(ker∂∗)⊥

⟨∂∗Z,∂∗X⟩ ⟨∂∗Z,∂∗Y ⟩νG(dZ)

= ∫
Z∈(ker∂∗)⊥

⟨Z,X⟩L̃∗ ⟨Z,Y ⟩L̃∗ νG(dZ) = covνG (X,Y ) .

Here we have used the fact that νG is supported on the centered configurations (ker∂∗)⊥ in the second
equality, and Proposition 22 in the third.

The second half of the proof follows from the fact that νG and µG are concentrated on (ker∂∗)⊥ and
im∂∗. In general, if we have a random vector x chosen according to a probability measure ρ which is
concentrated on a subspace S of (V, ⟨−,−⟩V ), then for any u ∈ S⊥,

covρ (u, v) = ∫
x∈V
⟨u,x⟩V ⟨v, x⟩V ρ(dx) = ∫

x∈S
⟨u,x⟩V ⟨v, x⟩V ρ(dx) = 0,

because we know that ⟨u,x⟩V = 0 since x ∈ S and u ∈ S⊥.
Corollary 47. With the hypotheses of Proposition 46, and the notation of Proposition 44 and Proposition 45,
we have ∂∗ EνG(XXT )∂∗T = EµG

(WW T ) and so ∂TΣv∂ = Σe. Further,

EνG(XXT ) = ∂∗+ EµG
(WW T )∂∗T+ and Σv = ∂T+Σe∂

+.

Proof. Suppose U,V ∈ VP are centered. Then covνG (U,V ) = covµG
(∂∗U,∂∗V ). Using (7),

covνG (U,V ) = EνG(⟨X,U⟩L̃∗ ⟨X,V ⟩L̃∗) = ⟨L̃
∗U,EνG(XXT ) L̃∗V ⟩ .

Using Proposition 40 and L̃∗ = L∗ + ( 1v1v×v)
∗, we have L̃∗U = L∗U and L̃∗V = L∗V . So

covνG (U,V ) = ⟨L
∗U,Eν(XXT )L∗V ⟩

= ⟨∂T∗∂∗U,EνG(XXT )∂∗T∂∗V ⟩
= ⟨∂∗U,∂∗ EνG(XXT )∂∗T∂∗V ⟩

(8)

On the other hand, using (7) and the fact that the dot product on (ED, ⟨−,−⟩) is standard,

covµG
(∂∗U,∂∗V ) = ⟨∂∗U,EµG

(WW T )∂∗V ⟩ (9)

We now have two matrices ∂∗ Eν(XXT )∂∗T and Eµ(WW T ). The kernel of each matrix contains the loop
space ker∂∗T = (im∂∗)⊥ in ED. The image of each matrix is contained in im∂∗. Combining (8) and (9)
and using the shared kernel, we have for all Z ∈ im∂∗ and P ∈ ED that

⟨Z,EµG
(WW T )P ⟩ = ⟨Z,∂∗ EνG(XXT )∂∗TP ⟩ .

Thus we can conclude that EµG
(WW T )P = ∂∗ EνG(XXT )∂∗TP for all P ∈ ED and hence that the two

matrices are equal. This proves the first part.

Multiplying this identity on the left by ∂∗+ and on the right by ∂∗T+,

∂∗+∂∗ EνG(XXT )∂∗T∂∗T+ = ∂∗+ EµG
(WW T )∂∗T+.

But ∂∗+∂∗ = projim∂∗+ = proj(ker∂∗)⊥ is orthogonal projection onto the centered configurations. Since ν is
already supported on the centered configurations, imEνG(XXT ) ⊂ (ker∂∗)⊥ and composing EνG(XXT )
with this matrix has no effect.

Similarly, ∂∗T∂∗T+ = projim∂∗T = projim∂∗+ = proj(ker∂∗)⊥ is the same projection. Again, kerEνG(XXT ) ⊃
ker∂∗, so projecting to the orthogonal complement of this kernel before applying EνG(XXT ) has no effect.
This proves that EνG(XXT ) = ∂∗+ EµG

(WW T )∂∗T+, as desired.
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V. EXPECTED RADIUS OF GYRATION; PHANTOM NETWORK THEORY

We have now proved a quite general structural result about variances. In practice, we are often interested
in computing the expectation of the radius of gyration13 of a polymer structure.

Definition 48. The expected radius of gyration of a polymer whose vertex positions X ∈ VP are distributed
according to probability measure νG concentrated on centered configurations in VP is

⟨R2
g⟩νG =

1

v
EνG(∑ ∥Xij∥2) =

1

v
trEνG(XXT ) . (10)

We now give a general formula for the expected radius of gyration:

Theorem 49. If νG = (∂∗+)♯µG where µG is any O(d)-invariant probability measure concentrated on
im∂∗, then if Σv and Σe are as defined in Proposition 44 and Proposition 45, we have

⟨R2
g⟩νG =

d

v
tr(Σv) =

d

v
tr(∂T+Σe∂

+).

Proof. We only have to combine (10) with Proposition 44 to see the first line. The second line follows
directly from Corollary 47.

Here is an easy corollary.

Corollary 50. In James–Guth phantom network theory µ is a standard Gaussian on ED. For any graph G,
µ is admissible and compatible with G and µG = µ0

G is a standard Gaussian on im∂∗. Further,

⟨R2
g⟩νG =

d

v
trL+. (11)

Proof. We showed in Corollary 31 that µ is admissible and compatible with G, so µG is well-defined.
Further, by Proposition 33, µG has O(d)-invariance and concentration on im∂∗ so Theorem 49 applies. It
is easy to see that EµG

(WW T ) is orthogonal projection onto im∂∗. It follows from Proposition 45 that Σe

is the orthogonal projection ∂T∂T+ to im∂T . Thus

⟨R2
g⟩νG =

d

v
tr∂T+(∂T∂T+)∂+ = d

v
tr∂T+∂+ = d

v
trL+,

as claimed.

Here is another example of our method.

Proposition 51. Suppose that G is the n-edge cycle graph, µ is the joint distribution of n i.i.d. random
edges in Rd chosen from some O(d)-invariant probability measure on Rd, and µ is compatible with G.
Then µG is permutation invariant, all EµG

(∥W (ei)∥2) are equal and if their common value is λ then

⟨R2
g⟩νG =

λ(e + 1)
12

.

13 This expectation is usually referred to as “the radius of gyration”, even though it’s technically an ensemble average of the radius
of gyration of all possible conformations of the network.
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Proof. It is clear that µ is an O(d)-invariant probability distribution as it’s the joint distribution of O(d)-
invariant random variables. Thus µ is admissible. Further, µ is permutation invariant on edges since the
individual distributions are independent and identical.

We have assumed that µ is compatible with G, so µG is well-defined. Permutation invariance of the
conditional distribution µG can be proved by uniqueness of decompositions as we did in the proof of O(d)-
invariance in Proposition 33.

Using this permutation symmetry, all of the off-diagonal elements of the e × e matrix EµG
(W TW ) of

edge covariances are equal, and all of the on-diagonal elements are equal as well. Since the loop space of
the cycle graph ker∂ ∈ EC is one-dimensional and spanned by 1e×1, we know 1e×1 spans kerEµG

(W TW )
and the sum of each row and column is zero. Thus

EµG
(W TW ) = λe

e − 1
Ie −

λ

e − 1
1e×e. (12)

where the diagonal element λ is the expected squared norm of a single edge in µG.

We have v = e and ∂ is a (square) circulant matrix with first row −1,0, . . . ,0,1. It follows that ∂T∂ is a
symmetric circulant matrix; its first row is 2,−1, . . . ,0,−1. Since the row and column sums of ∂T∂ vanish,
the row and column sums of (∂T∂)+ vanish as well and 1e×e(∂T∂)+ = 0. Further, the trace of ∂T∂ is14

1
12(e

2 − 1).
Now we are ready to compute. Since µG is (by construction) O(d)-invariant and concentrated on

im∂∗, Theorem 49 applies. Rearranging it and using dΣe = EµG
(W TW ),

⟨R2
g⟩ =

1

e
tr (EµG

(W TW ) (∂T∂)+) = 1

e
tr(λ e

e − 1
(∂T∂)+) = λ(e + 1)

12
.

We note that we can satisfy the hypothesis that µ is compatible with G in many cases using decay
estimates (cf. Proposition 29 and Corollary 30). For the freely jointed ring polymer with e equilateral
edges, we can immediately recover the standard formula for ⟨R2

g⟩ ([24]):

Corollary 52. Let G be the e-edge cycle graph and µ be the product of (uniform) area measures on the
product of spheres (S2)e ⊂ ED = (R3)e. µ is admissible and compatible with G and ⟨R2

g⟩νG = (e+ 1)/12.

Proof. Admissibility and compatibility were established above in Corollary 38, so there is a well-defined
conditional probability µG = µ0

G with λ = EµG
(∥W (ei)∥2) = 1. Applying Proposition 51 completes the

proof.

We can also recover the standard result for the Gaussian ring polymer:

Corollary 53. Let G be the e-edge cycle graph and µ be the standard Gaussian on ED = (R3)e. µ is
admissible and compatible with G, µG = µ0

G is well-defined, and

⟨R2
g⟩νG = (e

2 − 1)/(12e)

Proof. In Corollary 50, we showed that this µ is compatible with any G, along with the fact that µG = µ0
G

was a standard Gaussian on im∂∗. The computation of λ = (e−1)/e can be done very easily by the method
of Proposition 71 below.

14 Eigenvalues of a circulant are well-known; to sum them use ∑v−1
j=1 csc2(πj) = (1/3)(v2 − 1) [16, 4.4.6.5, p. 644].
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VI. CHAIN MAPS; PUSHFORWARDS TO SIMPLER GRAPHS

We now want to consider the distribution of more local quantities in a graph– for instance, the squared
distance between a particular pair of vertices instead of the ensemble sum which appears in the radius of
gyration. To do this, it’s helpful to compute the marginal distribution of the subset of vertices which are
needed to compute the local quantity in question and then take expectations with respect to this marginal
distribution. We start by defining the random variables we’ll consider.

Definition 54. Suppose we have graphs G and G′ and an injective map f0∶VC′ → VC. A function g∶VP→
R is expressed in terms of G′ if there is a map g′∶VP′ → R so that g = g′ ○ f∗0 .

It is standard that

Proposition 55. If g is expressed in terms of G′ and νG is any probability distribution on VP, then
EνG(g) = E(f∗0 )♯νG(g

′).

This proposition is evidently true but it’s not very useful in practice, as computing an expectation with
respect to (f∗0 )♯νG is likely just as hard as computing one with respect to νG in the first place. On the other
hand, if νG is a probability distribution concentrated on the centered configurations which we have obtained
from a probability distribution µ on ED, it would be useful to construct some probability distribution µ′

on ED′ so that the corresponding ν′G′ had EνG(g) = Eν′G′ (g
′). The purpose of this section is to establish

a construction of µ′ which, coupled with mild restrictions on g′, will accomplish this goal. We start by
connecting the map f0 on vertex chains to a corresponding map f1 between edge chains.

Definition 56. Given two graphs G and G′ and a pair of maps f0∶VC′ → VC and f1∶EC′ → EC, we say
that f0 and f1 are chain maps if ∂f1 = f0∂′.

Chain maps f0 and f1 induce maps f∗0 ∶VP → VP′ and f∗1 ∶ED → ED′ and the definition ensures the
squares below commute:

VC EC

VC′ EC′

∂

f0

∂′

f1

VP ED

VP′ ED′

∂∗

f∗0 f∗1

(∂′)∗
(13)

We will think of G′ as a simpler graph which we include in G by the chain maps f0 and f1. The chain map
hypothesis ensures that our assignments of edges and vertices are compatible with each other and the graph
structures.

Proposition 57. Suppose f0 and f1 are injective chain maps G′ →G, and G and G′ have the same cycle
rank e − v + 1 = e′ − v′ + 1. Then

1. projID′ f
∗
1 is an invertible linear map between ID and ID′,

2. µ is compatible with G Ô⇒ µ′ ∶= (f∗1 )♯µ is compatible with G′,

3. Since µ is compatible with G, by definition there is an open ball U ⊂ ID centered at 0 so that µW
G is

defined for all W ∈ U . If we let W ′ ∶= (projID′ f∗1 )W then for all W ′ in an open ball U ′ centered at
0 in ID′, there are corresponding W ∈ U so that

(µ′)W
′

G′ = (f∗1 )♯µW
G .
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Here the µW
G and (µ′)W ′

G′ are the conditional probabilities guaranteed by the G-compatibility of µ and
the G′-compatibility of µ′ (cf. Definition 28).

Proof. We start by working out some properties of f1 and f∗1 which follow from our hypotheses.

Claim 58. We have f1(ker∂′) = ker∂. Thus ker f∗1 ⊂ im∂∗.

Proof. If w′ ∈ ker∂′, then 0 = f0∂
′w′ = ∂f1w

′, so f1w
′ ∈ ker∂. Thus f1(ker∂′) ⊂ ker∂. Since f1 is

injective, dim f1(ker∂′) = dimker∂′. But dimker∂′ = dimker∂ because each is the cycle rank e−v+1 =
e′ − v′ + 1. Thus f1(ker∂′) = ker∂.

Next, since ker∂ ⊂ im f1, we know (im f1)0 ⊂ (ker∂)0. But ker f∗1 = (im f1)0 and (ker∂)0 = im∂∗,
so this proves ker f∗1 ⊂ im∂∗.

Claim 59. We have f∗1 (im∂∗) = im(∂′)∗ and (f∗1 )−1(im(∂′)∗) = im∂∗.

Proof. Since f1(ker∂′) = ker∂, f∗1 (ker∂)0 = (ker∂′)0, or f∗1 (im∂∗) = im(∂′)∗. It follows immediately
that (f∗1 )−1(im(∂′)∗) = (f∗1 )−1(f∗1 (im∂∗)), so im∂∗ ⊂ (f∗1 )−1(im(∂′)∗).

Now suppose f∗1W ∈ im(∂′)∗. Then f∗1W = (∂′)∗X ′ = (∂′)∗f∗0X = f∗1 ∂∗X for some X ∈ VP, where
the second equality follows from surjectivity of f∗0 (Corollary 81). This means that ∂∗X −W ∈ ker f∗1 . But
ker f∗1 ⊂ im∂∗ by the last claim, so ∂∗X −W ∈ im∂∗, and W ∈ im∂∗, as required.

Claim 60. The map projID′ f
∗
1 is a linear isomorphism from ID to ID′.

Proof. First, it’s clear that improjID′ f
∗
1 ⊂ ID′. Next, we show that projID′ f

∗
1 restricted to ID has kernel 0.

Suppose that W ∈ ID has projID′ f
∗
1W = 0. Then f∗1W ∈ kerprojID′ = im(∂′)∗. By Claim 59, this implies

W ∈ im∂∗. But im∂∗ ∩ ID = 0, so this means W = 0. Thus projID′ f
∗
1 restricted to ID is injective. But

dim ID′ = dξ(G′) = dξ(G) = dim ID, which means that projID′ f
∗
1 restricted to ID is an isomorphism.

Claim 61. We claim that projID′ f
∗
1 projID = projID′ f∗1 .

Proof. Any W ∈ ED can be written uniquely as W = ∂∗X +WID for some X ∈ VP and WID ∈ ID. Now
f∗1 ∂

∗X ∈ im(∂′)∗ = kerprojID′ by Claim 59. Thus projID′ f
∗
1W = projID′ f∗1WID. But projIDW =WID,

so projID′ f
∗
1WID = projID′ f∗1 projIDW , as required.

Claim 62. Recalling that W ′ = projID′ f∗1W , we claim that proj−1ID′(W
′) = f∗1 proj−1ID(W ).

Proof of claim. We first show that f∗1 proj−1ID(W ) ⊂ proj−1ID′(W
′). Suppose Z ∈ proj−1ID(W ). Then

projIDZ = W , so projID′ f
∗
1 projIDZ = projID′ f

∗
1W = W ′. But by Claim 61, projID′ f

∗
1 projIDZ =

projID′ f
∗
1Z. Therefore, f∗1Z ∈ proj−1ID′(W

′), as required.

Now we show that proj−1ID′(W
′) ⊂ f∗1 proj−1ID(W ). Suppose that we have Z ′ ∈ proj−1ID′(W

′). Then
projID′ Z

′ = W ′. Now f∗1 is surjective, so there exists some Z ∈ ED with f∗1Z = Z ′. We now know that
projID′ f

∗
1Z =W ′. We must show that Z ∈ proj−1ID(W ). By Claim 61, we know

projID′ f
∗
1 projIDZ = projID′ f∗1Z =W ′ = projID′ f∗1W.

But by Claim 60, since projIDZ ∈ ID and W ∈ ID, this implies that projIDZ =W , as required.

Claim 63. (f∗1 )♯µ is an admissible measure on ED.
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Proof. Since f∗1 is a linear map, it is Lipschitz. Further, Lipschitz pushforwards of Radon probability
measures with finite first moment are also Radon probability measures of finite first moment [10], so (f∗1 )♯µ
is admissible.

We are now ready for the body of the proof. We noted in Definition 27 that Tjur conditional probabilities
are unique if they are defined. Therefore, we can establish both 2 and 3 by showing that the (f∗1 )♯µW

G are
conditional probabilities for µ′ given projID′ Z

′ =W ′.

Claim 64. The µW
G are conditional probabilities for µ given projID′ f

∗
1 projID(Z) =W ′.

Proof of claim. By Claim 61, we know that µ′
ID′
= (projID′)♯µ′ = (projID′ f∗1 projID)♯µ.

So suppose we fix some f ∈ K(ED) and some ϵ > 0. By hypothesis, there is some open neighborhood V
of W in ID so that for every B ⊂ V with µID(B) > 0 we have ∣µW

G (f)−µB(f)∣ < ϵ. Now the map projID′ f
∗
1

is a linear isomorphism from ID to ID′ by Claim 60. Therefore, there is some open neighborhood V ′ of
W ′ = projID′ f∗1W so that (projID′ f∗1 )−1(V ′) ⊂ V . Now suppose we have any B′ ⊂ V ′ with µ′

ID′
(B′) > 0.

Defining B to be the inverse image B ∶= (projID′ f∗1 )−1(B′), and applying the definition of pushforward,
we now know that

0 < µ′ID′(B
′) = (projID)♯µ((projID′ f∗1 )−1(B′)) = µID(B).

Further, since B′ ⊂ V ′, we know B ⊂ V . We now compute

(µ′)B
′

(f) = 1

µ′
ID′
(B′) ∫(projID′ f∗1 projID)−1(B′)

f(Z)µ(dZ)

= 1

µID(B) ∫(projID)−1(B)
f(Z)µ(dZ) = µB(f)

This proves that ∣µW
G (f) − (µ′)B

′(f)∣ = ∣µW
G (f) − µB(f)∣ < ϵ, and hence that the µW

G are conditional
probabilities for µ given projID′ f

∗
1 projID(W ) =W ′.

Applying Theorem 35, we now know that the µW
G and µ′

ID′
are a decomposition of µ with respect to

the map projID′ f
∗
1 projID = projID′ f

∗
1 . By Lemma 36, the (f∗1 )♯µW

G and µ′
ID′

are thus a decomposition
of f∗1 µ = µ′ with respect to projID′ . One last application of Theorem 35 shows that the (f∗1 )♯µW

G are
conditional probabilities for µ′ given projID′(Z ′) =W ′, as desired.

We can now prove the main theorem of the section.

Theorem 65. Suppose we have injective chain maps f0 and f1 between connected graphs G and G′ of the
same cycle rank ξ(G), together with a measure µ on ED which is compatible with G and its pushforward
µ′ = (f∗1 )♯µ on ED′. Then µ′ is compatible with G′ and the corresponding νG ∶= ∂∗+♯ µG and ν′G′ ∶=
(∂′)∗+♯ (µ′)G′ measures are related by

(projim(∂′)∗+ f∗0 )♯νG = ν′G′ .

It follows that if g is any O(d) and translation-invariant function g∶VP→ R which is expressed in terms of
G′, we have EνG(g) = Eν′G′ (g

′).

We remind the reader that G-compatibility of µ Ô⇒ G′-compatibility of µ′ was established in Propo-
sition 57. Compatibility guarantees the existence of the conditional probabilities µG, νG ∶= ∂∗+♯ µG and
(µ′)G′ , ν′G′ ∶= (∂′)∗+♯ (µ′)G′ . The map g′ is defined so g′ ○ f∗0 = g. Its existence is guaranteed by Defini-
tion 54, since we have assumed that g is expressed in terms of G′.
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Proof. We are first going to do a bit of linear algebra.

Claim 66. f∗0 (ker∂∗) = ker(∂′)∗.

Proof of claim. We know that ∂f1 = f0∂
′ since f0 and f1 are chain maps. Thus if x ∈ im∂′, then f0x =

f0∂
′w = ∂f1w, so f0x ∈ im∂. Thus f0(im∂′) ⊂ im∂. But this means that (im∂′)0 ⊂ f∗0 (im∂)0, or

ker(∂′)∗ ⊂ f∗0 (ker∂∗). However, from Proposition 11, we know that dimker(∂′)∗ = dimker∂∗ = d.
Since dim f∗0 (ker∂∗) ≤ dimker∂∗ = d, we have shown that ker(∂′)∗ = f∗0 (ker∂∗).

Claim 67. The map g′ is O(d) and translation invariant.

Proof of claim. By definition, g(X) = g′(f∗0 (X)). To show that g′ is translation-invariant, we observe that
the translations given by ker(∂′)∗. So if Y ′ is a translation, Y ′ = f∗0 Y (by the last Claim 66). Further, f∗0
is surjective, so for any X ′ ∈ VP′, there is some X ∈ VP so that X ′ = f∗0X . Now suppose X ∈ VP and
Y ∈ ker(∂′)∗:

g′(X ′ + Y ′) = g′(f∗0 (X) + f∗0 (Y )) = g′(f∗0 (X + Y )) = g(X + Y ) = g(X) = g′(f0(X)) = g′(X ′).

where the step g(X + Y ) = g(X) follows from Y ∈ ker∂∗ and the translation-invariance of g.

By Lemma ??, f∗0 = Id ⊗ fT
0 is GL(d)-equivariant, and hence in particular O(d)-equivariant. To see

what this means precisely, suppose that Q ∈ O(d), so that the action of Q on VP is Q ⊗ Iv and the action
of Q on VP′ is Q⊗ Iv′ . Since fT

0 is a v′ × v matrix:

(Q⊗ Iv′)f∗0 = (Q⊗ Iv′)(Id ⊗ fT
0 ) = (Q⊗ fT

0 ) = (Id ⊗ fT
0 )(Q⊗ Iv) = f∗0 (Q⊗ Iv).

where we used Lemma 77 in the middle steps. We then have

g′((Q⊗Iv′)X ′) = g′((Q⊗Iv′)f∗0X) = g′(f∗0 (Q⊗IvX)) = g((Q⊗Iv)X) = g(X) = g′(f∗0X) = g′(X ′).

which completes the proof.

We know from Proposition 55 that EνG(g) = E(f∗0 )♯νG(g
′). So we must show that E(f∗0 )♯νG(g

′) =
Eν′

G′
(g′). Now we have just proved that g′ is translation-invariant, so the expectation of g′ with respect to

(f∗0 )♯νG is equal to the expectation of g′ with respect to (projim(∂′)∗+)♯(f∗0 )♯νG. It now suffices to show
that (projim(∂′)∗+ f∗0 )♯νG = ν′G′ .

After all our work above, this is mostly a matter of unpacking definitions. Recall that νG ∶= ∂∗+♯ µG

and ν′G′ ∶= (∂′)∗+♯ (µ′)G′ . In the proof of Proposition 57, we showed (µ′)G′ = (f∗1 )♯µG. Now we can just
compute:

(projim(∂′)∗+ f∗0 )♯νG = (projim(∂′)∗+ f∗0 ∂∗+)♯µG = ((∂′)∗+(∂′)∗f∗0 ∂∗+)♯µG

= ((∂′)∗+f∗1 ∂∗∂∗+)♯µG = ((∂′)∗+f∗1 )♯(projim∂∗)♯µG

= ((∂′)∗+f∗1 )♯µG = (∂′)∗+♯ (f∗1 )♯µG

= (∂′)∗+♯ (µ′)G′ = ν′G′ ,

where (projim∂∗)♯µG = µG because µG is concentrated on im∂∗ by construction.
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FIG. 1. A directed α-graph G (left) and its four-part edge subdivision G4(right). Note that the edges of G4 obtain
orientations from the edges of G.

VII. APPLICATIONS

Proving Theorem 65 was somewhat complicated, but applying the theorem is a much easier process.
We now give several examples which show how this result can greatly simplify calculations and numerical
experiments regarding network polymers. We start by analyzing in some detail a very common model:
subdivided graphs.

Definition 68. The n-part edge subdivision Gn of a multigraph G is the graph obtained by dividing each
edge of G into n smaller edges (see Figure 1) oriented to agree with the original graph.

If G has v vertices v1, . . . , vv then Gn has v junction vertices v10, . . . , vv0 corresponding to the vertices
of G and (n−1)e subdivision vertices v11, . . . , v1(n−1), v21, . . . , ve(n−1) located along the subdivided edges.

If G has e edges e1, . . . , ee, then Gn has ne edges e11, . . . , e1n, e21, . . . , een. We will call each group
ej1, . . . , ejn the subdivided edge corresponding to ej in G.

There are canonical chain maps f0(vi) = vi0 and f1(ej) = ej1 + ⋯ + ejn from G to Gn which take
vertices of G to the corresponding junction vertices in Gn and edges of G to the corresponding subdivided
edges in Gn.

We will reserve our usual notations µ,µG, ∂,EC,VC,VP,ED to refer to G and use the notations
µn, µGn , ∂n,ECn,VCn,VPn,EDn for the corresponding objects for the subdivided graph Gn.

It follows immediately from Theorem 65 that

Proposition 69. If Gn is the n-part edge subdivision of G, and we have a measure µn on EDn which is
compatible with Gn, then µ ∶= (f∗1 )♯µn is compatible with G and for any O(d) and translation-invariant
measurable function gn on VPn which can be expressed in terms of G as gn = g ○ (f0)∗ then

EνGn
(gn) = EνG(g)

This is already useful in many cases. An easy consequence is

Corollary 70. In James–Guth phantom network theory (edges are i.i.d. according to standard Gaussians
on Rd), the joint distribution of squared distances between junction vertices in Gn is the joint distribution
of n times the squared distances between vertices in G.

We note that this same result follows from computing expected squared distance as resistance distance
between junctions, and regarding the subdivided edges as composed of n unit resistors in series, as in [5].

Here is a second example application in James–Guth phantom network theory.
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FIG. 2. In the proof of Proposition 71, G′ is the loop-edge graph with 3 loops (left) and G′ is the four-part edge
subdivision of the α-graph (right).

Proposition 71. Suppose G is a connected graph with cycle rank r. Take any orthonormal basis ℓ1, . . . , ℓr
for the loop space ker∂ ⊂ EC and any p ∈ EC with ∂p = vi − vj . In phantom network theory (that is, when
the probability measure µ on ED is a standard Gaussian) for embeddings of G in Rd,

EνG(∥X(vi) −X(vj)∥
2) = d(⟨p, p⟩ −

r

∑
i=1
⟨p, ℓi⟩2) .

Proof. Let G′ be the graph with two vertices v′1 and v′2, r loop edges e′1, . . . , e
′
r joining v1 → v1, and a

single edge e′r+1 joining v′1 → v′2.

Now define chain maps f0 and f1 by f0(v′1) = vj and f0(v′2) = vi, while f1(e′i) = ℓi and f1(e′r+1) = p.
It is easy to verify that f0∂′ = ∂f1, as ∂f1(e′i) = ∂ℓi = 0 and ∂f1(e′r+1) = vi − vj = f0∂′(e′r+1). An example
of this construction is shown in Figure 2 where G is a subdivision of the α-graph (which has cycle rank 3).

Since µ has covariance matrix Id ⊗ Ie on ED, the pushforward (f∗1 )♯µ has covariance matrix

(f∗1 )(f∗1 )T = (Id ⊗ fT
1 )(Id ⊗ f1) = (Id ⊗ fT

1 f1)

It follows from our definition of f1 that fT
1 f1 is a 2 × 2 block matrix with

(fT
1 f1)11 = Ir, (fT

1 f1)12 = (⟨ℓ1, p⟩⋯ ⟨ℓr, p⟩), (fT
1 f1)21 = (fT

1 f1)T12, (fT
1 f1)22 = ⟨p, p⟩ .

The d × d covariance matrix of ((f∗1 )♯µ)G is the conditional variance of W (er+1) conditioned on
W (e1), . . . ,W (er) = 0.

So far, everything we have said is true for an arbitrary µ on ED with covariance matrix Ide. For an
arbitrary µ, we would need more information to continue, because the covariance matrix does not determine
the conditional variance in general.

However, since we also know that (f∗1 )♯µ is a Gaussian distribution in this special case, the conditional
covariance matrix, which is the covariance matrix of ((f∗1 )♯µ)G, can be computed by taking the Schur
complement of (fT

1 f1)22 inside fT
1 f1:

cov((f∗1 )♯µ)G (−,−) = Id ⊗ ((f
T
1 f1)22 − (fT

1 f1)12(fT
1 f1)−111(fT

1 f1)21)

= Id ⊗ (⟨p, p⟩ −∑ ⟨ℓi, p⟩2) = (⟨p, p⟩ −∑ ⟨ℓi, p⟩2)Id.

Now the expectation of ∥W (vi) −W (vj)∥ = ∥W ′(v2) −W ′(v1)∥ is given by

cov((f∗1 )♯µ)G (1d×1,1d×1) = d(⟨p, p⟩ −∑ ⟨ℓi, p⟩
2),

as claimed.
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w1

w2 w3

ei

FIG. 3. On the left, we see three loops w1, w2 and w3 which form a basis for the loop space of the subdivided α-graph.
On the right, we see a single edge ei. Without loss of generality, we may choose corresponding w1, w2, w3 with this
relationship to an arbitrary ei.

This Proposition makes it relatively easy to do particular computations in phantom network theory.
For instance, we now compute the edgelength variance and junction-junction variance of the subdivided α
graph. Figure 3 shows a (non-orthonormal) basis w1,w2,w3 for the 3-dimensional loop space of this graph,
together with an edge ei. Without loss of generality, we can assume this is the situation for any ei. Orienting
each loop counterclockwise and counting shared edges and orientations, we see that ⟨wj ,wj⟩ = 3n and
⟨wj ,wk⟩ = −n for all pairs of loops. We now construct an orthonormal basis ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 by Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization:

ℓ1 =
√

1

3n
w1, ℓ2 =

√
1

24n
w1 +

√
3

8n
w2, ℓ3 =

√
1

8n
w1 +

√
1

8n
w2 +

√
1

2n
w3.

Since ei is disjoint from w1 and w2, ⟨ei,w1⟩ = ⟨ei,w2⟩ = 0, and so ⟨ei, ℓ1⟩ = ⟨ei, ℓ2⟩ = 0. Since ei is part of

w3 (and agrees in orientation with w3), we have ⟨ei,w3⟩ = 1 and so ⟨ei, ℓ3⟩ =
√

1
2n . Thus

EµG
(∥W (ei)∥2) = d(1 −

1

2n
) .

To compute the expectation of the squared junction-junction distance, we replace ei with a sum of n edges
w along the same subdivided edge. We get ⟨w,w1⟩ = ⟨w,w2⟩ = ⟨w, ℓ1⟩ = ⟨w, ℓ2⟩ = 0, but ⟨w,w3⟩ = n, and
so ⟨w, ℓ3⟩ =

√
n
2 . The expected squared junction-junction distance in the n-edge subdivided α-graph is then

dn/2.

Proposition 69 is very useful but we still have to understand µn well enough to establish compatibility
of µn with Gn to get started. We will now show that in many cases, we can work around this limitation.

Proposition 72. Suppose that Gn is the n-part edge subdivision of G. Further, suppose that we have ne
independent O(d)-invariant probability distributions ρ11, . . . , ρen on Rd. Let ρj be the joint distribution
on (Rd)n of n independent vectors in Rd chosen from ρj1, . . . , ρjn. Let ftc∶ (Rd)n → Rn be defined by
ftc(x1, . . . , xn) = ∑xi.

If µn is the measure on EDn obtained by choosing the ne edge displacements W (e11), . . . ,W (een)
independently from ρ11, . . . , ρen, then the pushforward f∗1 µn = µ is obtained by choosing the e edge dis-
placements W (e1), . . . ,W (en) independently from ftc♯ ρ1, . . . , ftc♯ ρe.

If µ is compatible with G and each ρj has a decomposition with respect to ftc given by a family of
measures ρWj on (Rd)n and the pushforward ftc♯ ρj , then µn is compatible with Gn and Proposition 69
holds.

Proof. We are going to construct the conditional probabilities (µn)Wn
Gn

by constructing a decomposition
of µn with respect to projIDn

and the measure (projIDn
)♯µn, keeping in mind that Wn is a member of

EDn = ((Rd)n)e. We do this in several stages. We know that we have maps

EDn

f∗1Ð→ ED
projIDÐÐÐ→ ID
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We first note that µn is the joint distribution of independent vectors in (Rd)n chosen from the distributions
ρ1, . . . , ρe. Now as a d × dn matrix, ftc = Id ⊗ 11×n. Further, we can compute

f∗1 = Id ⊗ fT
1 = Id ⊗ Ie ⊗ 11×n = Ie ⊗ Id ⊗ 11×n = Ie ⊗ ftc . (14)

Therefore, the pushforward µ = (f∗1 )µn is the joint distribution of ftc♯ ρ1, . . . , ftc♯ ρe on ED = (Rd)n.
We have assumed that the ρi have decompositions with respect to ftc, so we may construct a family of
(µn)Z decomposing µn with respect to f∗1 by defining (µn)Z as the joint distribution of the decomposing
distributions ρ

Z(e1)
1 , . . . , ρ

Z(ee)
e . Further, we have assumed that µ is compatible with G, so there are µW

G

decomposing µ with respect to projID.

Suppose we have some gn ∈ K(EDn). We can define a new function g by taking g(Z) = (µn)Z(gn).
Since the µZ

n are weak∗-continuous in Z as measures on ED, their values on the fixed function gn are also a
continuous function of Z. Further, since gn has compact support on EDn, the new function g has compact
support on ED, and g ∈ K(ED).

We can then define a measure (µn)W on EDn by (µn)W (gn) = µW
G (g) for each W in U where µW

G

is defined. We claim that these (µn)W and the measure (projID ○f∗1 )#µn are a decomposition of µn with
respect to projID ○f∗1

Continuity of (µn)W in W follows from continuity of µW
G in W . To show that (µn)W is concen-

trated on (projID f∗1 )−1(W ), we argue as follows. Suppose A is an open set in EDn which is disjoint
from (projID f∗1 )−1(W ) and χA(Zn) is its characteristic function. The corresponding function g(W ) =
(µn)W (χA) is supported on (f∗1 )(A), but by hypothesis, f∗1 (A) is disjoint from proj−1ID(W ). Since µW

G is
concentrated on proj−1IDW , this means that µW

G (g) = 0.

We last have to check the averaging property. This is a computation:

∫ (µn)W (gn)(projID ○f∗1 )#µn(dW ) = ∫ µW
G (g)(projID)♯µ(dW ) = µ(g) = (f∗1 )#µn(g) = µn(gn).

Now it is clear from the definition of the canonical chain maps that they have no kernel. Therefore they
are injective. One can give a sophisticated proof that ξ(G) = ξ(Gn) because the two spaces are homotopy
equivalent and ξ is the first Betti number. However, it is easier to compute

ξ(G) = e − v + 1 = ne − (v + (n − 1)e) + 1 = ξ(Gn).

Therefore the hypotheses of Proposition 57 hold. We’ve already proved in Claim 60 of the proof of that
Proposition that projID f∗1 is a linear isomorphism from IDn to ID. Therefore, there is an inverse map
(projID f∗1 )−1∶ ID → IDn. Further, we saw in Claim 61 that projID f∗1 = projID f∗1 projIDn

. Pushing our
measure (projID f∗1 )#µn on ID forward by (projID f∗1 )−1 to IDn, we see that

(projID f∗1 )−1♯ (projID f∗1 )♯µn = (projID f∗1 )−1♯ (projID f∗1 projIDn
)♯µn = (projIDn

)♯µn.

Thus we can define measures (µn)Wn
Gn
∶= (µn)(projID f∗1 )−1(Wn) which decompose µn with respect to the map

projIDn
and the measure (projIDn

)♯µn. By Theorem 35, this shows that µn is compatible with Gn.

We note that this proposition also covers generalized subdivisions of G where the number of subdivi-
sions of each edge varies between the edges of G; this can be proved by choosing n to be largest number of
subdivisions and setting unused ρij to δ(0) so that some “edges” are forced to have length 0. Alternatively,
one can repeat the proof above– the only difficulties in writing the analogue of (14) are notational.

In particular, let’s consider a generalization of the freely-jointed chain.
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Definition 73. If Gn is a n-part edge subdivision of any graph G with n ≥ 3, and µn is the joint distribution
of independent edge displacements chosen from the area measure on S2 ⊂ R3, we will call Gn, µn a freely
jointed network with structure graph G.

Proposition 74. The measure µn in the freely jointed network Gn is compatible with Gn. The correspond-
ing measure µ on the structure graph G independently samples edge displacements from

ρ(x) = ( 1

2π2ℓ
∫
∞

0
y sin ℓy sincn y dy)λ3(dW ) (15)

where ℓ = ∥x∥. Further, any function gn∶VPn → R which can be expressed in terms of G as gn = g ○ f∗0 has

EνGn
(gn) = EνG(g) .

Proof. This is a combination of our existing results. µ is compatible with G by Proposition 29 because
it has a continuous density given by the product of the density of ρ(x) which is positive in a neighbor-
hood of the origin. By Proposition 37, ρ has a decomposition with respect to ftc and ftc♯ ρ, so we can
apply Proposition 72 to show that µn is compatible with Gn. Now we can apply Theorem 65 to complete
the result.

Proposition 74 makes the computation of many expectations quite feasible for arbitrary freely jointed
networks. We now describe an example numerical computation using Proposition 74. Suppose that G is
the α-graph (a.k.a., the complete graph K4) and we consider the freely jointed network with graph Gn in
R3. The graph G has v = 4 and e = 6, so the cycle rank ξ(G) = 3. Therefore ID is dξ(G) = 9 dimensional,
im∂∗ is d(v − 1) = 9 dimensional, and ED is de = 18 dimensional.

We parametrized centered configurations of four vertices in R3 (im∂∗+ ⊂ VP) by R9 = (R3)3 using

(x⃗1, x⃗2, x⃗3)↦
1

4
(x⃗1 + x⃗2 + x⃗3, x⃗1 − x⃗2 − x⃗3,−x⃗1 + x⃗2 − x⃗3,−x⃗1 − x⃗2 + x⃗3),

and composed with ∂∗ to parametrize im∂∗ ⊂ ED by

(x⃗1, x⃗2, x⃗3)↦
1

2
(x⃗1 − x⃗2, x⃗1 + x⃗2, x⃗1 + x⃗3, x⃗1 − x⃗3, x⃗2 + x⃗3, x⃗2 − x⃗3) .

Now the (unnormalized) probability density for a given configuration is given by the product of ρ from
(15) evaluated on the six edge displacements above. We found the partition function m0 for n between
3 and 10 by performing a 6-dimensional numerical integral15 for each n. We emphasize that although
the dimension of ED(Gn) rises with n, the dimension of ED(G) does not, so these integrals were all of
comparable difficulty. Similarly, we were able to (numerically) integrate the squared length ∥W (e1)∥ over
this space to compute the expectation of squared junction-junction distance. We compared these results to
the averages over 10,000 samples from the Markov chain method of Deguchi and Uehara [21] for freely
jointed networks with maximum vertex degree 3, where we made 1,000 random moves between samples.
The results are shown in Figure 4. They are quite close, supporting the conjecture that the Markov chain is
converging to the correct measure.

15 Reduced from a 9-dimensional integral using the O(3)-symmetry.
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Expectation of squared
junction-junction distance

FIG. 4. The right-hand graph shows the expectation of the squared distance between junctions in freely jointed
networks obtained by subdividing the α-graph (as shown at left). The circles are results obtained by 6-dimensional
numerical integration (following the discussion after Proposition 74) while the fences are 95% confidence intervals
for Monte Carlo integration using the method of [21]. The linear fit is to a line of slope 0.497981 ≃ 0.5.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have now given a theory of random embeddings of graphs with respect to a very general class of
probability distributions on the edges. From a mathematical point of view, it would be interesting to see how
much further these results can be pushed. We established our theory for freely jointed networks by carefully
proving the existence of conditional distributions for the freely jointed arm. This is not yet conclusive: for
instance, what if we had fixed bond angles instead of lengths?

An alternative (and more standard) approach to the theory above would be to build conditional proba-
bilities via disintegrations (cf. [4]) rather than decompositions. This allows one to establish the existence
of a conditional µW

G for almost every W ∈ U ⊂ ID in our theorems above. The only hypothesis needed for
this approach is that the pushforward measure µID has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure on ID.
We have not followed this path above because our primary interest is in cases where one can build a single
well-defined probability distribution µG.

It has not escaped our attention that the explicit construction of (µn)0 in Proposition 72 suggests various
explicit sampling algorithms, particularly for freely jointed networks. We will develop these in a future
publication. Last, we note that when one is considering problems with self-avoidance or steric constraints,
the relevant graph is clearly the complete graph, where the bonds and the repulsive forces are distinguished
by different probability distributions on different edges. In this case, there are various useful simplifications
to be made to the theory above. We hope to say more about this in the future.
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Appendix A: Linear algebra background

In what follows we will typically use the same symbol—e.g., F—to refer both to a linear map and to
the matrix for that linear map with respect to given bases on domain and range. We will do this without
comment unless the distinction is important or the chosen bases are not clear from context.

Definition 75. Given vector spaces V and W , the vector space Hom(V,W ) is the space of linear maps
A∶V → W . If V is n-dimensional and W is m-dimensional, then Hom(V,W ) is mn-dimensional. If we
choose bases v1, . . . , vn for V and w1, . . . ,wm for W , there is a natural basis E11, . . . ,Emn of linear maps
defined by Eij(x1v1 + ⋯ + xnvn) = xjwi. We always assume that the Eij are presented in lexicographic
order on i, j: that is, as E11, . . . ,E1n,E21, . . . ,Emn.

We note that (given bases for V and W ), we can also think of Hom(V,W ) as the space of m × n
matrices; thought of as a matrix, Eij is the m × n matrix with 1 in position (i, j) and 0s everywhere else.

If U , V , and W are vector spaces, any linear map F ∶U → V induces a linear map F ∗∶Hom(V,W ) →
Hom(U,W ), where A↦ F ∗A is defined by

(F ∗A)(u) ∶= A(Fu) (A1)

for any u ∈ U . Any such map is linearly equivariant:

Lemma 76. If F ∶U → V is linear, the induced map F ∗∶Hom(V,W ) → Hom(U,W ) is GL(W )-
equivariant.

Proof. By definition, for any X ∈ Hom(V,W ), H ∈ GL(W ), and u ∈ U ,

(F ∗HX)u =HX(Fu) =H(XF )u = (HF ∗X)u,

so F ∗HX =HF ∗X .

Since F ∗A ∈ Hom(U,W ), it can be represented by an m × k matrix with respect to bases for U and
W , namely AF , as we see in (A1). On the other hand, Hom(V,W ) is mn-dimensional and Hom(U,W ) is
mk-dimensional, with bases given by Definition 75. So the matrix for F ∗ with respect to these bases should
be an mk ×mn matrix

F ∗ = Im ⊗ F T . (A2)

Here, the Kronecker product matrix Im ⊗ F T is the mk ×mn block matrix consisting of blocks of size
k × n, where the diagonal blocks are copies of the k × n matrix F T and the off-diagonal blocks consist of
zeros.16 More generally:

Definition 77. If A is an m × n matrix with entries aij and B is a k × ℓ matrix, then the Kronecker product
A⊗B is the km × ℓn matrix

A⊗B =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a11B ⋯ a1nB
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

am1B ⋯ amnB

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

16 This choice of notation corresponds to the fact that Hom(V,W ) ≃W ⊗Hom(V,R).
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At various times in what follows we will need to compute the usual matrix product of matrices expressed
as Kronecker products. These mixed products can be computed as follows:

Lemma 78. If A, B, C, and D are matrices of appropriate sizes so that the products AC and BD make
sense, then the mixed product

(A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD).

Coming back to induced maps on Hom spaces, it’s a general fact that we have (FG)∗ = G∗F ∗ whenever
F and G are composable linear maps. The special case where W = R is important:

Definition 79. Given bases v1, . . . , vn for V and u1, . . . , uk for U , then Hom(V,R) ≃ V and Hom(U,R) ≃
U by isomorphisms v1, . . . , vn → E11, . . . ,E1n and u1, . . . , uk → E11, . . . ,E1k. (We call both of these
isomorphisms ⋆.) Then any linear map F ∶V → U has a corresponding map F T = ⋆F ∗⋆∶U → V . Of
course, the matrix of F T is simply the transpose of the matrix for F .

For a linear map F , it will be helpful to identify the kernel and image of F ∗ in terms of subspaces
associated to F , which we will be able to do using annihilators:

Definition 80. If S ⊂ V is a subspace, then the annihilator S0 ⊂ Hom(V,W ) is the set of X ∈ Hom(V,W )
with S ⊂ kerX .

Proposition 81. If we have a map F ∶U → V , and we take F ∗∶Hom(V,W )→ Hom(U,W ) then

imF ∗ = (kerF )0 and kerF ∗ = (imF )0.

When F is injective, then kerF = {0}, which is annihilated by everything; when F is surjective, then
imF is all of V , which is only annihilated by the zero element. In other words:

Corollary 82. Suppose U , V , and W are vector spaces and F ∶U → V . If F is injective then F ∗∶Hom(V,W )→
Hom(U,W ) is surjective, and if F is surjective then F ∗ is injective.

Now we add more structure to our vector spaces. Specifically, suppose that U and V are inner product
spaces with inner products ⟨−,−⟩U and ⟨−,−⟩V . Then a linear map F ∶U → V induces a map going the
other way:

Definition 83. If F ∶U → V is a linear map between inner product spaces, then the adjoint map F †∶V → U
is the unique linear map so that, for any u ∈ U and v ∈ V ,

⟨Fu, v⟩V = ⟨u,F
†v⟩

U
.

If F ∶V → V and F = F †, we say that F is self-adjoint.

When the inner product is the standard one, F T = F †. Like transpose, (FG)† = G†F † for compositions
of maps between inner product spaces. The following lemma is a familiar fact in that setting, but must be
rewritten as below when using a different inner product.

Lemma 84. If F ∶U → V is a map between inner product spaces, then V = imF ⊕ kerF † and U =
kerF ⊕ imF † are orthogonal decompositions.

Just as bases on V and W induce a basis for Hom(V,W ), inner products on V and W induce an inner
product on Hom(V,W ).
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Definition 85. If (V, ⟨−,−⟩V ) and (W, ⟨−,−⟩W ) are inner product spaces, then the Frobenius inner product
on Hom(V,W ) is given by

⟨A,B⟩Fr ∶= trA
†B.

In practice, we often identify inner products with self-adjoint operators as follows: if V is n-dimensional,
then it is abstractly isomorphic with Rn. A choice of basis v1, . . . , vn for V determines a specific isomor-
phism V → Rn which sends each vi to the ith standard basis vector. Under this identification, the standard
dot product on Rn defines an inner product ⟨−,−⟩std on V by

⟨x1v1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + xnvn, y1v1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ynvn⟩std =
n

∑
i=1

xiyi.

It is a standard fact that every inner product on V can be written in terms of this inner product:

Proposition 86. Suppose V is a vector space with basis v1, . . . , vn and corresponding standard inner
product ⟨−,−⟩std. If H ∶V → V is ⟨−,−⟩std-self-adjoint17 and positive-definite, then

⟨x, y⟩H ∶= ⟨x,Hy⟩std
is an inner product on V .

Conversely, every inner product on V is equal to ⟨x, y⟩H for some ⟨−,−⟩std-self-adjoint, positive-definite
H ∶ V → V .

In this notation, ⟨−,−⟩std = ⟨−,−⟩I , where I is the identity map on V .

We will repeatedly use the following lemma, which gives the matrix of the adjoint of a linear map:

Lemma 87. Suppose V and W are finite-dimensional vector spaces with bases v1, . . . , vn and w1, . . . ,wm,
respectively, and corresponding standard inner products ⟨−,−⟩V,std and ⟨−,−⟩W,std. Suppose F ∶V → V
and H ∶W →W are positive-definite and self-adjoint with respect to the standard inner products. If A∶V →
W is linear, then the adjoint of A with respect to the ⟨−,−⟩V,F and ⟨−,−⟩W,H inner products is represented
by the matrix

A† = F−1ATH.

Proof. By definition of the adjoint,

⟨Av,w⟩W,H = ⟨v,A
†w⟩

V,F
(A3)

for any v ∈ V and w ∈W . In turn, the left hand side is equal to

⟨Av,Hw⟩W,std = ⟨v,A
THw⟩

V,std

and the right hand side is equal to

⟨v,FA†w⟩
V,std

.

Equating these two and recalling that equation (A3) must hold for all v and w, we conclude that ATH = FA†

or, since F is invertible,

A† = F−1ATH.

17 Equivalently, the matrix for H with respect to the basis v1, . . . , vn is symmetric.
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Proposition 88. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 86, the Frobenius inner product on Hom(V,W )
induced by ⟨−,−⟩V,F and ⟨−,−⟩W,H is

⟨−,−⟩Fr = ⟨−,−⟩H⊗F−1

Proof. Suppose A,B ∈ Hom(V,W ). Then, by definition,

⟨A,B⟩Fr = trA
†B,

where A† is the adjoint of A with respect to the ⟨−,−⟩V,F and ⟨−,−⟩W,H inner products. Hence, Lemma 86
implies that

⟨A,B⟩Fr = trA
†B = trF−1ATHB = trATHBF −1 = ⟨A,B⟩H⊗F−1 (A4)

by the cyclic invariance of trace.

In general, if a linear map F ∶U → V is not bijective, it cannot be invertible, but the following defines a
map V → U which is, in a sense, as close as possible to being an inverse for F :

Definition 89. If F ∶U → V is a linear map between inner product spaces, the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse
F+∶V → U is the unique linear map satisfying:

FF+F = F, F+FF+ = F +, FF+ and F+F are self-adjoint. (A5)

If D∶U → V is represented in terms of bases for U and V by a diagonal k × n matrix with diagonal
entries d1, . . . , dmin(k,n), then D+∶V → U is written in terms of the same bases as an n × k diagonal matrix
with diagonal entries

d+i =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1
di
, if di ≠ 0,

0, if di = 0.

More generally, if F ∶U → V has the singular value decomposition F = ΦΣΨ†,18 then the pseudoinverse
F+∶V → U is represented by the matrix F + = ΨΣ+Φ†.

The Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse has many useful properties.

Proposition 90. If Fu = v, then û = F +v minimizes ∥Fu − v∥2V = ⟨Fu − v,Fu − v⟩V . Further, FF+

is orthogonal projection (with respect to ⟨−,−⟩V ) onto imF , while F +F is orthogonal projection (with
respect to ⟨−,−⟩U ) onto imF †. In addition, kerF+ = kerF † and imF + = imF †. Further, (F †)+ = (F +)†
so we can write F †+ without ambiguity.

In general, we will denote orthogonal projection onto a subspace S of an inner product space (V, ⟨−,−⟩V )
by projS ; it is understood that the projection is orthogonal with respect to the inner product ⟨−,−⟩V .

In the description of the properties of the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse above, we noted that (F +)† =
(F †)+. In fact, this property generalizes even further, motivating the definition of the induced inner product
on Hom spaces.

Proposition 91. Suppose we have inner product spaces (U, ⟨−,−⟩U), (V, ⟨−,−⟩V ), and (W, ⟨−,−⟩W ),
together with Hom(U,W ) and Hom(V,W ) with their induced (Frobenius) inner products, and a linear
map F ∶U → V . Then (F ∗)+ = (F+)∗. Both are maps Hom(U,W )→ Hom(V,W ).

18 SVDs are usually written in the form UΣV T , but we are already using U and V as the names of our vector spaces. Further,
we have to recall that an orthogonal matrix on an inner product space is one whose inverse is its adjoint, which, as we note in
Lemma 86, is not necessarily its transpose.
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Proof. The proof is an exercise in checking that (F+)∗ satisfies the Moore–Penrose conditions for a pseu-
doinverse of F ∗∶Hom(V,W )→ Hom(U,W ).

(F +)∗F ∗(F+)∗ = (F +FF+)∗ = (F+)∗ and F ∗(F+)∗F ∗ = (FF+F )∗ = F ∗.

Referring to Definition 84 for the Frobenius inner product, and using standard properties of † and ∗19

⟨F ∗(F+)∗A,B⟩Fr = tr(F
∗(F +)∗A)†B = trA†(F+F )∗†B = trA†(F+F )∗B = ⟨A,F ∗(F+)∗B⟩Fr ,

so (F ∗(F+)∗)† = (F ∗(F+)∗). Similarly,

⟨(F+)∗F ∗A,B⟩Fr = tr((F
+)∗F ∗A)†B = trA†((F +)∗F ∗)†B

= trA†(FF+)∗†B = trA†(FF+)∗B = ⟨A, (F+)∗F ∗B⟩Fr ,

so ((F+)∗F ∗)† = (F+)∗F ∗.

19 Here we’ve used several properties of † and ⋆: (FG)† = G†F † in the second equality; F ∗† = F †∗ and (F +F )† = F +F in the
third, and (FG)∗ = G∗F ∗ in the last one.
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